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Abstract
In the biological sciences, sequence analysis refers to analytical investigations that use nucleic
acid or protein sequences to elucidate biological insights from them, such as their function,
species of origin, or evolutionary relationships. However, sequences are not very meaningful by
themselves, and useful insights generally come from comparing them to other sequences.
Indexing sequences using concepts borrowed from the computational sciences may help perform
these comparisons. One such concept is a probabilistic data structure, the Bloom filter, which
enables low memory indexing with high computational efficiency at the cost of false-positive
queries by storing a signature of a sequence rather than the sequence itself. This thesis explores
high-performance applications of this probabilistic data structure in sequence classification
(BioBloom Tools) and targeted sequence assembly (Kollector) and shows how these
implemented tools outperform state-of-the-art methods.

To remedy some weaknesses of Bloom filters, such as the inability to index multiple targets, I
have developed a novel probabilistic data structure called a multi-index Bloom filter (miBF),
used to facilitate alignment-free classification of thousands of references. The data structure also
synergizes with spaced seeds. Sequences are often broken up into subsequences when using a
hashed-based algorithm, and spaced seeds are subsequences with wildcard positions to improve
classification sensitivity and specificity. This novel data structure enables faster classification
and higher sensitivity than sequence alignment-based methods and executes in an order of
magnitude less time while using half the memory compared to other spaced seed-based
approaches. This thesis features formulations of classification false-positive rates in relation to
the indexed and queried sequences, and benchmarks the data structure on simulated data. In
iii

addition to my work on short read data, I explore and evaluate of methods for finding sequence
overlaps in error-prone long read datasets.
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Lay Summary
Sequence analysis is the process of using computers to extract meaningful information from
biological sequences such as DNA. Analysis of sequencing data has led to great advances in our
understanding of living things and in the treatment of diseases. Recently, the technology that
reads DNA sequences has advanced to the point that powerful computers cannot analyze them
due to the sheer amount of data generated. In this thesis I address this problem by designing new
efficient computer programs for many tasks in sequence analysis. I focus on storing and
accessing data in a special way that allow for faster programs using less computational resources.
These special “probabilistic data structures” purposely store data as approximate signatures to
surpass the memory and speed limits of representing data perfectly. Here I demonstrate and
expand the applications of these data structures in sequence analysis.
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Preface
Chapter 2: BioBloom Tools. A version of this material has been published as Justin Chu, Sara
Sadeghi, Anthony Raymond, Shaun D. Jackman, Ka Ming Nip, Richard Mar, Hamid Mohamadi,
Yaron S. Butterfield, A. Gordon Robertson, and Inanc Birol. "BioBloom tools: fast, accurate and
memory-efficient host species sequence screening using bloom filters." Bioinformatics 30, no.
23 (2014): 3402-3404 (https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btu558). JC drafted the
manuscript. JC, SS and RM performed testing and evaluation of the tool. AR, SDJ, KMN, HM
provided technical and implementational help. YSA and AGR help with editing of the
manuscript. IB supervised the project. I thank Irene Li, Rene Warren and Karen Mungall for
useful discussions.
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co-authors on this work provided valuable feedback during the development of the tool and
helped in editing the manuscript. I would like to thank Golnaz Jahesh from Canada’s Michael
Smith Genome Research Centre for her contributions to packaging, testing and releasing of the
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Kollector software. I also thank Gordon Robertson from Canada’s Michael Smith Genome
Research Centre for discussion of the HPV strain detection work.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Motivation

A common theme in the introduction of countless papers is the cost of sequencing is decreasing
at a rate [1] that exceeds our ability to develop computational hardware to process it (i.e.
Moore’s Law [2]). This simplistic view is correct in some respects, but realistically the need for
better computational methods is more complex than that. That is, under the expectation that data
generation is growing exponentially if hardware scales accordingly, one could reason that there
would be no need to write new algorithms for common tasks in computational biology.
Researchers in the field of bioinformatics would likely say that this is absurd, but each researcher
would probably state different reasons as to why it was absurd because the demand for higher
performance computational tools in bioinformatics is multifaceted. Finally, because the work
presented here contains new data structures and algorithms, these improvements to
computational methods and concepts generated in this thesis are not necessarily only useful for
the biological sciences but may have other applications in the other domains of computational
sciences.

1.1.1

New sequence data is often incompatible with older methods

New technologies often disrupt the current set of algorithms used for sequence analysis.
Basically, though powerful in some respects, they do not always bring with them better qualities.
The most salient example of this transition is from the Sanger era to the highly parallelized short
read era. In this case, response to such a change in the nature of the data meant that new tools
utilizing data structures such as FM-Indexes [3] and de Bruijn Graphs (DBG) [4] were developed
(for alignment and de novo assembly respectively). We are at another stage again, with error-

prone long read sequencing from Pacific Biosciences (PB) [5] and Oxford Nanopore
Technologies (ONT) [6] and linked read technology like 10X Genomics Chromium Sequencing
[7].

1.1.2

Computation is not always proportional to the data sizes

Some of the most common computational tasks, if done without heuristics, would not scale with
a one-to-one relationship with the data we have generated. For instance, the classic local
alignment method - the Smith-Waterman algorithm [8], is by its very nature quadratic to the size
of the reference and query (assuming that they are both roughly the same size), so other methods
must be applied as data size increases. Algorithm design must continually strive to reduce the
time complexity of sequence analysis tasks to ensure that the methods can scale into the future.

1.1.3

Improving methods can facilitate new types of analysis in a multitude of projects

Improving on current methods of sequence analysis will facilitate studies with a large cohort of
sequencing experiments like cancer studies within The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project
[9] as well as the analysis of large genomes like the 20Gbp genome of white spruce [10].
Furthermore, streamlining current analysis pipelines and algorithms paves the way for additional
applications, like actionable diagnostics of pathogens or mutations present in cancer samples
(e.g. the Personal Oncogenomics (POG) Project [11, 12] ), which require accurate results within
a timely fashion.

2

1.2

Overview of sequence analysis tasks within thesis

In the field of bioinformatics, the term sequence analysis refers to any analytical analysis that
takes as raw input nucleic acid or protein sequence data as input including quantitative
measurements [13]. This is, of course, a very broad term, so this research thesis cannot cover all
aspects of sequence analysis. The thesis focuses on the application of sequence classification but
also touches on other topics such as targeted assembly, de novo assembly. Additionally, though
this thesis focuses on algorithms that work with Illumina sequencing data, I also touch on other
data types, such as linked read data and single-molecule long read data.

1.2.1

Sequence classification

Sequence classification can either refer to a supervised or unsupervised binning of sequences
[14]. For the purposes of this thesis, we will focus on the former case, that is classification using
previously labelled sequences. Sequence classification to a set of known reference sequences has
many applications in contamination screening [15], pathogen detection [16], metagenomics [17],
and in the preprocessing for targeted assembly from shotgun sequence data. This thesis focuses
on alignment-free methods to minimize computational costs.

1.2.2

Targeted assembly

Targeted assembly refers to the assembly of a subset of your sequences data often guided by
known sequences. Such localization can be beneficial to reduce the computational burden
compared to that of a whole-genome assembly and can ensure that biologically important
sequences (such as gene sequences) are preferentially reconstructed. Targeted assembly
technologies were originally designed to reconstruct specific transcript variants, fusion
3

transcripts or genes from large consortium shotgun data, and have now found applications in
human health research [18-20].

1.2.3

De novo assembly

De novo assembly refers to the process where DNA sequence read fragments are reconstructed
from scratch into a longer sequence and is fundamental to the study the genomes. It remains a
highly difficult and computationally intensive problem due to the complexity of sequence data
and current limitations of our sequencing technology. Other technologies, such a long read
sequencing, as opposed to short-read sequencing, are often hailed as the solution to assembly,
but these technologies bring their own unique sets of challenges and problems, which are
explored in detail in Chapter 6.

1.3
1.3.1

Background
DNA sequencing

DNA Sequencing is the process of taking physical DNA sequences and using an apparatus to
read them into a computer. There are several different technologies capable of doing so however,
this thesis will only focus on technologies explored within this thesis: Illumina sequencing [21,
22], long read sequencing such as Oxford Nanopore sequencing and Pacbio sequencing, and 10x
Chromium sequencing [23].

The methods explored in this thesis may work on other existing technologies such as Sanger
sequencing [24], pyrosequencing [25], SOLiD Sequencing [21], and Ion Semiconductor

4

sequencing [26], and yet-to-be-invented technologies provided they have similar error rates or
biases.

1.3.1.1

Illumina sequencing

Illumina sequencing, formally Solexa [27], is a type of so-called 2nd generation sequencing
currently capable of producing many high accuracy paired 150 to 250bp reads with a typical
insert length between the pairs 500bp in length. This sequencing technology works by
amplifying clusters (in a process called bridge amplification [27]) of short fragments of DNA on
a surface and sequentially incorporating a single fluorophore-labeled nucleotide to every DNA
molecule in each cluster, taking an image and removing the fluorophore (unblocking the reaction
to incorporates another base) and repeating the process. Currently, this technology still
dominates the market due to its throughput and low cost [28], as such development of algorithms
that work with this data is still very common. Notable properties of this datatype include having
low rates of indel errors, Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR [29])-induced GC biases and read
quality drop-offs at one end of the read.

1.3.1.2

10X Genomics Chromium sequencing

10X Genomics Chromium [30] (formally Gemcode) is a library preparation methodology (before
sequencing with an Illumina sequencer) that generates linked reads. It works by binding single
fragments (range from a size of ten to several hundred kilobases [23]) of DNA to beads that are
feed through a microfluidic chip that adds reagents and oil (to encapsulate the reactions). These
beads are thermocycled to generating barcoded smaller fragments that are then pooled and sent
for sequencing on the Illumina platform.
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Unlike Illumina TruSeq Synthetic Long reads (formerly Moleculo) [29], another linked read
technology, Chromium reads sample each molecule with less than 1x coverage, and these low
coverage reads cannot be used for generating synthetic long reads. Instead, this information
simply indicates that some reads of the same barcode are located close to each other on the same
DNA strand. Generally speaking, this methodology can be thought as valued added to standard
Illumina sequencing, however, in its current form, 16bp (barcode) + 7 bp (spacer) sequences are
added to the first read. Chromium data may have additional artifacts introduced during the
library preparation stage (such as higher rates of PCR duplicates).

1.3.1.3

Long read sequencing

Considered the 3rd generation of sequencing, long read single-molecule sequencing works by
processing a single-molecule of DNA and notably does not employing PCR-like DNA
amplification during sequencing. The two major technologies for this are Pacific Bioscience
(PB) sequencing [5], and Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) sequencing [6]. These singlemolecule long read technologies are characterized with the high error rates [31], in particular for
insertions and deletions, and thus methodologies that work on Illumina data may not work on
this type of data. More background on these datatypes is explored in Chapter 5.

1.3.2
1.3.2.1

Relevant data structures
Probabilistic data structures

Probabilistic data structures [32] are a class of data structures that focus on representing data
approximately, so query operations can sometimes produce an incorrect result. Thus, unlike
succinct data structures, these data structures are not lossless, but because they do not represent
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data exactly, they have the potential to use even less memory than succinct data structures.
Concepts from the domain of succinct data structures may be used in the design and
implementation of probabilistic data structures, however, due to the lossy nature of probabilistic
data structures, the reverse is seldom true.

1.3.2.1.1

Bloom filters

Bloom Filters are probabilistic, constant-time access data structures that identify whether
elements belong to a set [33]. Bloom filters are similar to hash tables, but do not store the
elements themselves; instead, they store a bit signature for every element into a common bit
array (Figure 1.1). This means that one can represent a sequence with an arbitrary length with a
fixed amount of space. The trade-off to this is that the filter may return false membership
because of hash collisions in the bit array. The false-positive rate can be managed by increasing
the size of the filter.

Figure 1.1 A visualization of a Bloom Filter storing k-mers. The hash values of two sequences at the top are
inserted into the filter. A false positive is shown on the bottom left and a true negative shown on the bottom
right.
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There are multiple variants of Bloom filters all that attempt to improve performance or extend
the functionality of a basic Bloom Filter that:
•

Improve speed (Blocked Bloom filters [34])

•

Improve memory (Compressed Bloom Filters [35], COCA Filters [36])

•

Allow for counting (Spectral Bloom filters [37], Cascading Bloom filters [38])

•

Allow scaling expansion (Bitwise Bloom Filters[39])

•

Can handle streaming data (Stable Bloom filters [40])

•

Allow the association of values (See Section 1.3.3.2)

1.3.2.2

Key-value probabilistic data structures

Unlike the classical Bloom filter, which only allows for presence-absence queries, hash table-like
key-value associations can also be performed probabilistically, and many methods perform this
with different characteristics. Bloomier filters are first probabilistic data structures that allowed
key-value associations, utilizing perfect hashing to prevent collisions between values [41],
though has seen no prominent use in bioinformatics; Marchet et al suspect that this may be
because no free implementation exists for this data structure as of yet [42]. Bloomier filters have
been superseded for applications in bioinformatics by high-performance data structures, such as
sequence Bloom trees [43], quotient filters [44, 45], the quasi-dictionary [42, 46], the Othello
data structure [47, 48], and interleaved Bloom filters [49].

1.3.2.2.1

Sequence Bloom trees

Sequence Bloom trees are a set of Bloom filters arranged into a binary tree. Each leaf node
Bloom filter determines what value the key will map to. There are two recent variants of the
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sequence Bloom tree, Allsome sequence bloom trees [43] and split sequence Bloom trees [50].
Both variants improve on the runtime of query and memory of the method, but split sequence
Bloom trees use less space than both for the same false-positive rate. Unlike most data structures
mentioned here, the lookup is O(log n) where n is the number of values, though negative queries
may terminate faster.

1.3.2.2.2

Quotient filters

Quotient filters [44] are like Bloom filters, except they use only one hash function when inserting
an element to allow for cache-efficient queries. A “quotient” derived from the key is stored in the
hash position. Collisions are mitigated by using linear probing, though false positives can still
occur if both the quotient and hash position collide. In the hash position, a value can also be
stored and have been used to facilitate k-mer counting [45] and key-value lookup[51]. Due to
linear probing, the worst-case time lookup is O(n) depending on the occupancy of the filter, but
in practice tend to be constant.

1.3.2.2.3

Quasi-dictionaries

The quasi-dictionary allows for key-value lookups and was originally proposed for applications
in metagenomics [46], and uses bbHash [52], a minimal perfect hashing scheme that only
requires 3 bits per element. Though this solves issues around collisions of values, false positives
are still possible. To reduce false positives a quotient is stored in the position, though no linear
probing is needed due to perfect hashing. At suggested parameters, assuming 16-values, each
key-value pair inserted will take 3 bbHash bits + 12 quotient bits + 16 value bits = 31 bits per
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element. Pufferfish [53], an indexing scheme to store compacted coloured de Bruijn graphs [54],
uses a similar data structure that also uses bbHash and works on similar principles.

1.3.2.2.4

Othello data structure

The Othello data structure was originally designed for network forwarding lookup optimization
[47], and in the bioinformatics domain, use cases include metagenomics applications [48] and
RNA-seq analysis [55]. Othello also bears some resemblance to another probabilistic data
structure called Cuckoo filter[56]. Cuckoo filters use two hash functions for two potential hash
locations determined by a hashing of the key and the exclusive-or of a quotient derived from the
key. If both locations are filled, then existing values can be moved to an empty location using the
exclusive-or of the quotient to make room for the value. The Othello data structure also uses two
hash positions (split into two tables) to help deal with collisions but does not store a quotient and
instead stores exclusive-or of the value to the existing value in the data structure. When a
collision occurs that is unresolvable (both hash locations are in use) the element cannot be
inserted, resulting in missing elements, though in practice this is a rare event [48]. The memory
usage is O(ln), where l is the size of the value type stored and n is the number of elements stored.
Othello uses two tables that are at least 1.33n in size, thus assuming 16-bit values, it will have a
memory footprint of (16+16)×1.33 = 43 bits per element. The false-positive k-mers (called as
“alien k-mers”) are mitigated using a sliding window approach where each query considers
adjacent k-mers, like the methods presented in this thesis.
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1.3.2.3

Succinct data structures

A succinct data structure is a lossless (no information loss) data structure that stores its contents
close to its information-theoretic minimum, but still allows for efficient query operations [57].
This concept is commonly associated with efficient access and encoding of bit vectors, graphs,
and trees (a famous example is the Compressed Suffix Array used in BWA [58] or Bowtie2
[59]). We note that an extensive exploration of all data structures in this field is beyond the scope
of this thesis and to understand this thesis only some subtopics like the efficient access of bit
vectors is needed.

1.3.2.3.1

Rank operations on bit vectors

Rank and Select operations on Succinct indexable dictionaries (which can be represented by bit
vectors) are the core of many succinct data structures [60, 61]. Conceptually, these operations are
important because they enable efficient indexing of succinct data.

Figure 1.2 An example of a bit vector with intervals of rank information. The rank can be obtained by taking
the modulus 4 of your positions of interest, taking the rank and counting up the remaining filled positions.

The rank at a position is the cumulative count of the filled positions since the start of the bit
vector (cf. Figure 1.2 for an example). Select operations are the reverse of rank operations. Given
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a count, a select operation will return the position in the array that contains the first position that
satisfies the cumulative count of the filled positions since the start of the bit vector.

To access rank information, a naïve method simply scans the vector, taking its sum, which is a
linear time operation. A naïve constant time method to access these counts is storing them in
another array, however, the memory costs would then be multiplied by a constant. In practice,
there are multiple ways to store rank information with minimal memory overhead (cf. Figure 1.2
for an example of one method).

1.3.3

Sequence analysis

1.3.3.1

Sequence classification

As mentioned previously, sequence classification can refer the supervised (using labelled data)
or unsupervised classification of sequences [14]. We will be focusing on the supervised
methodologies, though these methods can be further subdivided into similarity-based and
composition-based methods. Composition-based methods use many properties of the sequence
like GC content, and typically utilize machine-learning [62]. However, it has been shown that
similarity-based methods have better performance on short read such those produced from
Illumina sequencing [62]. Thus, in this thesis, we will focus on similarity-based classification
methods for general purpose, sequence-specific classification.

1.3.3.1.1

Alignment-free k-mer-based sequence classification

The first methods of sequence classification utilized primarily BLAST [14]. Newer methods
would eventually adopt higher performance alignment algorithms and non-alignment based
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similarity methods [17]. For the purposes of sequence classification, exact genomic coordinates
are often unnecessary and may perform more computation than needed. At present, the fastest
methods of sequence classification currently seem to k-mer based [15, 17].

K-mer based methods work by treating each k-mer in a sequence an element in a set. The
elements in this set are compared to a reference set for shared k-mers. If a significant number of
k-mers are found within the reference set, the read is then classified. Unlike alignment, these
methods require only the k-merization the queried sequences (linear time complexity). The most
popular sequence classification tools that utilize k-mers are generally specifically designed for
metagenomics and tend to use a hash table-based database. Examples of such tools include
Kraken [63], and CLARK [64], which both use hash table based databases.

1.3.3.1.2

Bloom filter-based classification

Bloom filter-based methods have a similar theoretical time complexity as hash tables but do not
depend on the size of k. Thus, Bloom Filters can theoretically use much less memory than hashbased classification methods. Larger k-mers can be beneficial as they have higher information
entropy and can help increase the specificity of classification.

The use of Bloom filters for sequence classification was originally developed in the tool Fast and
Accurate Classification of Sequences (FACS) [65]. We later developed BioBloom Tools (BBT)
[15], which used heuristics to optimize speed and reduce the effect of false positives. Though
BBT proved effective when using a small number of filters, determining the specific reference of
a queried sequence requires the usage of multiple Bloom filters, which can lead to an O(n) time
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complexity where n is the number of references. In this thesis, we will explore a possible means
to extend the functionality of Bloom filters for the classification against multiple references.

1.3.3.1.3

Spaced seeds

Spaced seeds are a modification to a standard k-mer where some positions on a k-mer are set to
be “don’t care” or wildcard positions. They were originally used in Patternhunter [66] to improve
the sensitivity and specificity of homology search algorithms. They have since been applied to
improve the sensitivity of classification tools, which in the past used only k-mers such as SeedKraken [67] and CLARK-S [68].

Each spaced seed design has different properties and thus performance. Due to the number of
different possible spaced seed designs tools such as IEDERA [69] and Rasbhari[70] have been
developed, and will consider references used when designing seeds. However, such computation
can be costly so it may be beneficial to use Quadratic Residue seeds [71], which have a single
design for a set length and still present a good performance. We note methods for designing
spaced seeds that work well for homology search, but may not be effective for alignment-free
classification [72].

Patternhunter II [73] marked the development of the first multiple spaced seeds, in which
multiple spaced seeds were used in a synergistic fashion to further improve the sensitivity of
homology search. The design of multiple spaced seeds was shown to be NP-hard, prompting the
development of polynomial time algorithms [74] to design them.
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1.3.3.2

De novo assembly

Strategies for de novo assembly have changed over time to improve assembly quality and to
adapt to the progression of sequencing data. These methods have progressed from greedy
approaches (where sequences were joined based on the highest-scoring overlapping read [75]) to
Overlap-layout-consensus (OLC), to de Bruijn graph [4] (DBG) assembly methods.

1.3.3.2.1

Overlap layout consensus

OLC assembly is performed by overlapping all reads into an overlap graph, which is traversed to
produce a layout, leading to a final consensus calling step [76, 77]. These methods were first
used to assemble Sanger sequencing data but began losing popularity after the development of
De Bruijn graph-based methods. More recently, OLC methods have begun to have a resurgence
due to the development of single-molecule long read data, which have higher error rates and
cannot be assembled effectively with de Bruijn graph-based methods.

1.3.3.2.2

De Bruijn graph assembly

As mentioned, OLC methods require the computation of all read overlaps, which is typically an
O(n ), where n is the number of reads. Short read sequencing had made such method intractable,
2

thus, de Bruijn graphs are employed to the reduce time complexity to O(n). To construct this
graph, reads are broken up into k-mers that can be queried for adjacent base extensions so there
is no need to explicitly compute overlaps. Hash tables are often used to store the k-mers in the
graph [78]. Generally speaking, methods to assemble short reads generally use de Bruijn graphbased methods, but we note that there are methods such as SGA [79] that efficiently use OLC
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methodology to assemble short reads. Examples of de Bruijn graph-based assemblers are Velvet
[80], ALLPATHS [81] and ABySS [82].

1.3.3.2.3

Targeted assembly

Targeted assembly at its core is simply the process of collecting of sequences from a bait
sequence and assembling them. This was first was accomplished with TASR, which collected
reads that had matching k-mer content and assembled them [83]. This method was followed by
Mapsembler [84], which collects sequences with read alignments and performs a mini-assembly
on less mappable sequences to increase the coverage for targeted assembly.

These initial targeted assembly tools, including the more recent aTRAM designed for assembling
targets with from different species [85], have limited utility when an incomplete sequence is used
to localize reads for assembly, such as using a transcript to reconstruct a whole genic region, and
do not typically scale well when given a large (>1000) number of targets.

1.4

Objectives

The overall goals in my work are to explore and develop algorithms to improve the state-of-theart methods of sequence analysis in the following ways:
1. Explore and evaluate methodologies for sequence analysis on new sequencing
technologies such as linked reads and single-molecule long reads
2. Explore, design, and evaluate applications of probabilistic data structures to improve the
computational scalability and performance of sequence analysis tasks
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3. Explore, design, and evaluate new types of applications of probabilistic data structures in
sequence analysis
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Chapter 2: Sequence classification using Bloom filters
2.1

Publication note

Most of the work described in this chapter, including benchmarks, was previously published in
Bioinformatics in 2014 [15]. The chapter also includes modifications and additions to reflect
post-publication work. The tool has also been used in multiple publications and, of note, has
been used for pathogen detection in multiple The Cancer Genome Atlas Projects (TCGA) [8688]. The work described in this chapter is the main work of the author, under the supervision of
Inanc Birol. I designed and implemented the tool described, performed the experiments and
wrote the manuscript. The co-authors on this work helped test the software, provided valuable
feedback during the development of the tool and helped in editing the manuscript.

2.2

Author summary

Large datasets can be screened for sequences from a specific organism, quickly and with low
memory, by a data structure that supports time- and memory-efficient set membership queries.
Bloom filters have such operations but require that false positives be controlled. We present a
Bloom filter-based sequence-screening tool called BioBloom Tools that is faster than BWA,
Bowtie 2 and FACS, delivers sensitivity and specificity comparable to these tools, controls false
positives, and has low memory requirements. This chapter addresses objective 2 in section 1.4.
The source code and user manual for BBT are available through
www.bcgsc.ca/platform/bioinfo/software/biobloomtools. The software is released under the
GNU General Public License 3.0 (GPL3).
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2.3

Introduction

Pipelines that detect pathogens and contamination screen for host sequences so they do not
interfere with downstream analysis [89-92]. The alignment-based algorithms these pipelines use
provide mapping locations that are irrelevant for classification, so perform more computation
than is needed. To address this, we have developed BioBloom Tools (BBT).
BBT utilizes Bloom filters – probabilistic, constant time access data structures that identify
whether elements belong to a set [33]. Bloom filters are similar to hash tables, but do not store
the elements themselves; instead, they store a fixed number of bits for every element into a
common bit array. Thus, they use less memory, but queries to the filter may return false
membership (hits) due to hash collisions in the common bit array. The false-positive rate (FPR)
can be managed by increasing the size of the filter (Section A.1). Using Bloom filters for
sequence categorization was pioneered by the program FACS [65]. Here, we describe a Bloom
filter implementation that includes heuristics to control false positives and increase speed.

2.4

Methods

We first build filters from a set of reference sequences by dividing the sequences into all possible
k-mers (sub-strings of length k). We compare the forward and reverse complement of every kmer and include the alphanumerically smaller sequence in the filter. We calculate the bit
signature of a k-mer by mapping the sequence to a set of integer values using a number of hash
functions [93]. The bitwise union of the signatures of all the k-mers constitute a Bloom filter for
the corresponding reference sequences.
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To test whether a query sequence of length l is present in the target reference(s), we use a sliding
window of k-mers. Starting at one end of the query sequence and shifting one base-pair at a time
along this sequence, we check each k-mer against each reference’s Bloom filter. When a k-mer
matches a filter, we calculate a score:
𝑐

1
𝑠=
∑(𝑎𝑖 − 0.5)
𝑙−𝑘
𝑖=1

where ai is the number of adjacent filter-matching k-mers and c is the current stretch of
contiguous matches This heuristic penalizes likely false positive hits. We evaluate k-mers this
way until we reach either a specified score threshold (s*) or the end of the query sequence. If at
any point we reach s*, we categorize the query as belonging to the reference and terminate the
process for that query. Further, we employ a jumping k-mer heuristic that skips k k-mers when a
miss is detected after a long series of adjacent hits. This efficiently handles cases in which the
query has a single (or a few) base mismatch(es) with the target.

2.5

Benchmarking

In our paper, we compared BBT against two widely-used Burrows-Wheeler Transform-based
alignment tools that have low memory usage and high accuracy: BWA [58] and Bowtie 2 (BT2)
[59], and against the C++ implementation of FACS (https://github.com/SciLifeLab/facs). The
version of BBT used in these tests was 2.0.4. Unless otherwise stated, all tests were run on a Red
Hat Enterprise Linux Server, Linux version 2.6.18-164.el5, using a 12×2.67GHz X5650 Intel
Xeon processor with 48GB of memory. We used BWA version 0.7.5a-r428, Bowtie2 version
2.1.0, and FACS version 2.0 for all tests. Because BWA aln requires multiple processes for
paired end reads, each process was run sequentially, and the CPU times were totalled afterwards.
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2.5.1

Benchmarking on simulated data

We used dwgsim (https://github.com/nh13/DWGSIM) to generate simulated Illumina reads from
human, mouse and E. coli reference genomes. For each genome, we generated 1 million
2×150bp paired-end (PE) reads and 1 million 100bp single-end (SE) reads. We used E. coli
because it is a common contaminant and is genetically distant from human. With the mouse
dataset, which is commonly used in xenograft studies., we tested categorization accuracy for
species that are closely related genetically.

Figure 2.1 Performance comparisons of BBT against FACS, BWA and BT2. Receiver operator characteristic
curves between BBT and FACS using simulated H. sapiens and (A) E. coli and (B) M. musculus 100bp SE
reads filtered against a H. sapiens Bloom filter using a k-mer size of 25bp; (C) CPU time benchmark
comparing BT2 (for a range of built-in settings), BWA (using aln and mem settings) and BBT (using s* = 0.1),
using one lane of human 2×150bp PE Illumina HiSeq 2500 reads.

2.5.1.1

Sensitivity and specificity comparison to FACS

Because FACS does not support PE reads we used the 100bp SE reads, we tested a range of
scoring thresholds for both FACS and BBT. Using a k-mer size of 25bp, BBT generally matched
or outperformed FACS (Figure 2.1 A-B). For both tools, increasing the k-mer length gave higher
specificity but lower maximum sensitivity (Figure A.1 and A.2).
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2.5.1.2

Sensitivity and specificity comparison to BWA and BT2

We used the 2×150bp PE reads for this test. Overall, BBT performed comparably to the aligners,
and outperformed BT2 fast and BT2 very fast in both sensitivity (as 1 – sensitivity) and
specificity (Table 2.1).

Tool & Settings

1 - Sensitivity

FDR

FDR

(H. sapiens)

(M. musculus)

(E. coli)

BT2 very sensitive

1.40×10-5

2.03×10-2

0

BT2 sensitive

7.52×10-4

9.08×10-3

0

BT2 fast

1.26×10-2

5.90×10-3

0

BT2 very fast

1.34×10-2

5.65×10-3

0

BWA aln

3.26×10-3

8.14×10-4

0

BWA mem

0

1.92×10-1

1.00×10-4

BBT (s*=0.1)

8.42×10-3

3.78×10-3

0

FACS+

1.22×10-1

9.88×10-3

0

Table 2.1 Benchmarking results of BBT against BWA and BT2 using simulated paired end 2×150bp reads.
+

All reads were treated as SE reads.

2.5.2

Benchmarking on experimental data

We used a single lane of 2×150bp PE human DNA reads
(https://basespace.illumina.com/run/716717/2x150-HiSeq-2500-demo-NA12878) generated with
an Illumina HiSeq 2500 sequencer to benchmark computational performance. For a controlled
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comparison, we ran at least 8 replicates for each tool, we measured CPU time, and set all
applications to use a single thread.

2.5.2.1

Performance comparison to BWA and BT2

We ran BBT with s*=0.1 and compared it to BWA and BT2, using a range of run modes for the
latter two tools. BBT was faster than the fastest aligner/settings combination (BT2 very fast) by
at least an order of magnitude (Figure 2.1C). The mapping rates (categorization rates for BBT
and FACS) of each tool were comparable, at 96.69% (BT2 very sensitive), 96.57% (BT2
sensitive), 96.18% (BT2 fast), 95.97% (BT2 very fast), 99.76% (BWA mem), 95.12% (BWA
aln), 95.81% (FACS) and 97.27% (BBT).

2.5.2.2

Memory usage

For categorization, using the human reference and simulated reads, the peak memory usage for
each tool was 3.8GB (BBT), 4.8GB (FACS), 3.1GB (BWA aln), 5.2GB (BWA mem) and 3.4GB
(BT2). Note that these figures are for categorization only, and do not include the memory usage
for creating the FM-indexes and Bloom filters. Unless slower disk-based methods are used,
creating an FM-index takes at least O(nlog(n)) bits of memory, where n is the size of the
reference sequence [94]. In contrast, Bloom filter memory usage for both creation and
categorization are O(log(1/f)n), where f is the FPR and n is the number of input sequences. We
used 5182 bacterial sequences (6×1010 unique 25-mers) to demonstrate the storage capacity of a
Bloom filter, resulting in a 6.8 GB filter with an FPR of 0.75%.
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We created filters with sizes of 3.2 GB for both FACS and BBT. Assuming optimal numbers of
hash functions are used, filters with the same size should have similar FPRs. However, we
observed that we had to use different FPR settings in creating these filters (FPR of 0.5% for
FACS and 0.75% for BBT). We hypothesize that the tools differed from theoretical estimates
because of implementation-specific calculation differences.

2.6

Discussion

The use of this tool is justified not only by its computational performance but the reproducibility
and simplicity of mapping. Unlike mappers like BWA, which will be affected by the concept of
mapping quality, a metric based on the probability of a match given the uniqueness of sequences
in an indexed reference, BBT only considers the score when assigning mapping results, and only
concerns itself with the count of k-mers relative to the length. This means that if the same filter is
used with multiple targets the mapping results will be the same regardless. In the case of BWA,
adding more reference will change the mapping quality, and may lead to different mapping
results even if the same reference was used, when mapping to multiple references. In some
regards, if a single best match is desired, the concept of mapping quality makes sense, and will
likely yield better results; however, for tasks relating to classification mapping quality often
leads to confusions in mapping result interpretations and reproducibility. The scoring metric used
here is a heuristic attempted to balance classification sensitivity with likely false positives and
homology. However, more principled probability-based classification is possible, as we will see
in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3: Kollector: transcript-informed, targeted de novo assembly of gene
loci
3.1

Publication note

Most of the work described in this chapter was previously published in Bioinformatics in 2017
[95] The publication was a joint effort between myself and Erdi Kucuk (co-first authors), under
the supervision of Inanc Birol. I designed and implemented the machinery needed to perform
read collection and progressive Bloom filter creation, aided in experimental design, and wrote
and revised much of the manuscript. Erdi Kucuk implemented the overarching Kollector scripts,
performed the experiments, and co-wrote the initial draft of the manuscript. Other co-authors on
this work provided valuable feedback during the development of the tool and helped in editing
the manuscript.

3.2

Author summary

Despite considerable advancements in sequencing and computing technologies, de novo
assembly of whole eukaryotic genomes is still a time-consuming task that requires a significant
amount of computational resources and expertise. A targeted assembly approach to perform local
assembly of sequences of interest remains a valuable option for some applications. This is
especially true for gene-centric assemblies, whose resulting sequences can be readily utilized for
more focused biological research. Here we describe Kollector, an alignment-free targeted
assembly pipeline that uses thousands of transcript sequences concurrently to inform the
localized assembly of corresponding gene loci. Kollector robustly reconstructs introns and novel
sequences within these loci and scales well to large genomes – properties that make it especially
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useful for researchers working on non-model eukaryotic organisms. We demonstrate the
performance of Kollector for assembling complete or near-complete Caenorhabditis elegans and
Homo sapiens gene loci from their respective, input transcripts. In a time- and memory-efficient
manner, the Kollector pipeline successfully reconstructs respectively 99% and 80% (compared to
86% and 73% with standard de novo assembly techniques) of C. elegans and H. sapiens
transcript targets in their corresponding genomic space using whole-genome shotgun sequencing
reads. We also show that Kollector outperforms both established and recently released targeted
assembly tools. Finally, we demonstrate three use cases for Kollector, including comparative and
cancer genomics applications. This chapter addresses objective 2 and 3 in section 1.4.

3.3

Introduction

Production of high-quality reference genome sequences for non-model organisms remains a
challenging undertaking, especially for large (>1 Gbps) genomes. For such projects, de novo
whole-genome assembly typically requires billions of sequencing reads from several different
types of DNA libraries. Processing these large volumes of data, and using them to assemble a
genome, usually necessitates access to a high-performance computing environment, significant
expertise, and specialized software [96]. An attractive alternative for generating reference
sequences can be achieved through the targeted assembly of gene/transcript sequences of
interest. Even for species with scant transcriptomic sequence information, there are likely
existing sequences that could be used to aid de novo assembly, such as homologous gene
sequences from a related organism. Utilization of these data helps to localize the assembly
problem and ensures that the desired sequences (e.g. genic regions) are fully reconstructed. A
favourable consequence of this localization is a reduction of the complexity and computational
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cost relative to that of a whole-genome assembly. In practice, however, the computational cost of
identifying reads related to target sequences has remained challenging due variation and novel
sequences not found within a target.

The first solution for the reconstruction of specific targets was accomplished with TASR, an
alignment-free targeted de novo assembly software [83]. This method was followed by
Mapsembler [84], which uses read alignments to guide the process, and presented a more
memory-efficient and faster alternative. These pioneering targeted assembly technologies were
originally designed to reconstruct specific transcript variants, fusion transcripts or genes from
large consortium shotgun data, and have now found applications in human health research [18,
19]. These methods are notably very efficient as they pair sequence recruitment with built-in de
novo assembly algorithms that utilize internal data structures directly. Unfortunately, these
targeted assembly tools have limited utility when an incomplete sequence bait is used to localize
reads for assembly, such as using a transcript to reconstruct a whole genic region or the use of
homologous, yet divergent, sequences as bait.

To reconstruct incomplete regions, most modern methods utilize an iterative read recruitment
process to fill in gaps. MITObim [97], GRAbB [98], and aTRAM [85] recruit reads based on
sequences derived from reads recruited in earlier iterations to extend novel regions of previously
incomplete sequences. MITObim was designed to assemble mitochondrial sequences and works
by recruiting reads that share a 31-mer (subsequence of length 31) in common with the target,
cycling through the read set multiple times until the target is reconstructed. GRAbB works in a
similar fashion, however, it is designed to recruit reads for multiple targets at a time, and thus
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had been shown to computationally out-perform MITObim [98]. Finally, aTRAM is designed for
assembling orthologs from a related genome and utilizes BLAST [99] to index portions of the
sequence reads so multiple iterations do not require multiple passes through the raw reads during
the recruitment process at the cost of higher memory usage. For each of these tools, after each
cycle of recruitment, an assembly using established assembly tools (e.g. Velvet; [80]) is
performed and fed into later iterations to extend the bait sequence.

Advances in RNA-Seq technology and de novo assembly tools [100-102] have made highquality transcriptomes from non-model organisms increasingly available, which can provide a
valuable resource to inform the targeted assembly of genic regions. In this chapter we describe
Kollector, an alignment-free targeted assembly pipeline that can use whole transcriptome
assemblies to filter and classify whole-genome shotgun sequencing reads, thereby localizing the
de novo assembly of corresponding genic loci. The pipeline collects genomic reads related to
target loci using a novel data structure called progressive Bloom filters implemented within
BioBloom Tools (BBT) [15] and assembles them with ABySS [82], a de Bruijn graph [4] short
read de novo assembler. Kollector is able to expand intronic regions iteratively, but in practice
requires a fewer number of iterations than previous methods by greedily populating progressive
Bloom filters. We demonstrate efficient targeted assembly of Caenorhabditis elegans and Homo
sapiens genes by Kollector, and its relative effectiveness compared to four published targeted
assembly tools. We also show applications of Kollector in comparative and cancer genomics use
cases.
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3.4

Methods

3.4.1

Progressive Bloom filters

Bloom filters are memory-efficient probabilistic data structures with tunable false positives rates
[33]. They are effective in storing sequences for use in fast, specific and sensitive sequence
classification [15, 65]. This works by shredding (k-merizing) a reference sequence, such as
transcript sequences, into its constituent k-mers (subsequences of a uniform length k) and seeding
a Bloom filter with these k-mers. This seeding sequence is also referred to as a bait sequence.
One can then query the Bloom filter using k-mers derived from whole-genome sequence reads,
and test for sequence similarity at a given threshold. Within this chapter, our match criteria are
based on a similarity score threshold (a value between 0-1) described in the BioBloom Tools
(BBT) manuscript [15]. Reads/queries are then categorized as match or no match.

Implemented within BBT, we introduce efficient read recruitment using a novel data structure
called a progressive Bloom filter. In a progressive Bloom filter, we scan a read set and greedily
add additional k-mers from matching reads (and their pairs, when available) after each filter
query. Because the sequence similarity/k-mer overlap threshold (r parameter) can result in partial
overlaps, it allows for the addition of new k-mers in the Bloom filter. Consequently, the contents
of our Bloom filter will expand into genomic regions not found in our original seed sequences,
such as intronic regions. This method works particularly well when read pairs are used, by
incorporating the entire k-mer content of a read when its pair registers a positive match
(Algorithm B.1). After the k-mer space is expanded sufficiently, the resulting Bloom filter can be
used to again scan through the reads to recruit all relevant reads within the expanded regions of
interest.
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3.4.2

Kollector pipeline

In Kollector we first use BBT in progressive Bloom filter mode seeded with input transcript
(target) sequences. We scan a set of genomic reads for reads pairs that share a user-defined
amount of k-mer overlap based on the (r parameter) referred to as the tagging stage of Kollector.
The threshold parameter r should remain high (0.5 to 0.9) to minimize off-target k-mer
recruitment, but in the case of high read error rates, divergent or low coverage regions, a low
value of r (0.2 to 0.5) might be used instead. Read tagging continues until the progressive Bloom
filter reaches a user-defined maximum number of k-mers (n parameter), or until all the genomic
reads are processed. The n parameter determines the maximum number of k-mers the progressive
Bloom filter can contain to maintain a maximum FPR before the second stage mentioned below.
The maximum FPR is determined by the f parameters in BBT, set to 0.001 by Kollector. In
practice, n should be set to the maximum expected size of the total genic space being
reconstructed. At this FPR the memory usage of the progressive Bloom filter will not exceed 15n
bits.

A real-data illustration of this process for a single C. elegans transcript C17E4.10 is shown in
Figure 3.1. As one would expect, initially tagged reads are derived from exonic regions, but as
those reads are added to the filter it allows for reads from intronic regions to be tagged as well
(from recruiting their pair) until reads spanning the entire gene have been added to the filter. This
progressive Bloom filter is used to recruit reads that share a k-mer overlap with the filter based
on the length of the read (s parameter, defined in BBT [15]) within the entire read set in the
second stage of the pipeline (all recruited reads in Figure 2.1). The threshold parameter s uses the
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Figure 3.1 Genomic read tagging by progressive Bloom filter. Fold coverage of tagged reads is shown at
points in time (first 300, 600 and 1200 and all tagged reads) during a single run with the C. elegans C17E4.10
gene as the target. The raw read coverage is indicated solely as a baseline, to show the tagging process of the
progressive Bloom filter. The final recruited coverage is shown in purple after the second stage of Kollector
has collected all the reads. The fold coverage was calculated after read alignment to the reference transcript.
In the Gene Model track, the black rectangles depict the exons and the connecting grey line depicts the
introns.

same similarity metric as r when evaluating reads, however, s is not as critical since off-target
read classifications will not propagate and can remain safely set to values between 0.2 to 0.5.
In the third stage, the recruited reads are assembled with ABySS (v1.5.2; np=12 CPUs, k=96),
and finally, the input transcripts are aligned to the assembly with GMAP (version 2016-05-01;
t=10) [103] to report assembled scaffolds that contain the targeted loci. The peak memory of
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Figure 3.2 Illustration of read recruitment using a Progressive Bloom Filter. The black bars depict k-mers
derived from the input transcripts. The grey bars depict the k-mer space after a few reads have been tagged
and their constituent k-mers added to the Bloom filter.

Kollector is dominated by the downstream assembly algorithm used. By default, our pipeline
uses ABySS 1.5.2, but in principle, other assembly algorithms may be used as well.
This pipeline can also be run in an iterative mode. Un- or partially assembled targets from an
earlier iteration may be selected as the input, along with other targets, and fed back to the
pipeline, as the read localization process and the resulting de Bruijn graph complexity are
dependent on the context represented in the Bloom filters. Therefore, iterations may result in
successful reconstructions for targets that had failed previous attempts.

To improve the performance of Kollector in complex genomes, BBT can also take a Bloom filter
of repeat sequences as an additional input and use it to tag repeats while extending the
progressive Bloom filter. Sequences that are tagged as repeats are not used for the expansion of
the k-mer space within the filter, thus preventing the recruitment of off-target regions (Figure
3.2).
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# Species

Datatype

Read

Total

Lengths Bases
1 C. elegans WGS
C. elegans Transcripts
2 H. sapiens WGS
H. sapiens Transcripts

Raw Source
Cov.

110bp

7.5Gbp 75x SRA Accession: DRR008444

-

27Mbp -

250bp

229Gbp 70x SRA Accession: ERR309932

-

138Mbp -

RefSeq mRNA (>1kb)

TCGA barcode: 22-4593-01 assembled
using Trans-ABySS (v1.5.1; k = 42)

3 P. glauca

WGS

150-

1.2Tbp 48x SRA Accession: SRR1982100

300bp
P. glauca

Transcripts

-

23Mbp -

Genome Annotation: GCA_000966675.1
(high confidence genes)

4 P. schaeffi WGS
P. Humanus Transcripts

100bp

12.8Gbp 128x SRA Accession: SRX390495

-

2.44Mbp -

Dryad DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.9fk1s

5 M. musculus WGS
H. sapiens Transcripts
6 H. sapiens WGS
HPV 16

150bp

116Gbp 41x SRA Accession: SRX1595526

-

57Mbp -

Ensembl bioMART

100bp

13.8Gbp 4x

TCGA barcode: TCGA-BA-4077 (subset)

8Kbp

Papillomavirus Episteme

Ref. Genome -

-

Table 3.1 Datasets used in Kollector targeted assembly experiments and comparisons

3.5

Results

We tested our tool on a variety of datasets (Table 2.1), and within different targeted assembly
contexts to show the utility and efficacy of Kollector. All benchmarks described below were
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obtained using a single high-performance computer with 48 GB of RAM and 12 dual Intel Xeon
X5650 2.66 GHz CPUs.

3.5.1
3.5.1.1

Targeted gene assembly using transcript sequences
Kollector assemblies

Kollector performs incrementally better when used iteratively, where genes not assembled in
initial stages are provided as input for the next iteration. After each iteration, the target transcript
sequences are aligned to the Kollector output with GMAP [103], and those that have a unique
match to a single genomic contig along a certain sequence identity (default = 90%) are deemed
to have been successfully reconstructed. Transcripts that do not satisfy this criterion are re-tried
in the subsequent iteration by setting a lower specificity for sequence selection during the read
collection phase. This is achieved by lowering the r parameter in each iteration (e.g. 0.90, 0.70,
0.50, 0.30, 0.20), while keeping the other parameters constant (s = 0.50, n = 100,000,000 in our
experiments).

Before running Kollector on H. sapiens, we randomly divided the transcriptome (Table 3.1, #2)
into five bins of ~10k transcripts each to prevent the memory usage of ABySS v1.5.2 from
exceeding 48GB of RAM. Each bin is used to initiate a single progressive Bloom filter in a
separate Kollector run with a k-mer cap (-n) of 100,000,000. Each bin took 29 GB of RAM and
completed within 12 h. Isoforms split across different bins may assemble the same genic region
multiple times. Similarly, isoforms within the same bin will help reinforce the assembly of their
common target locus from the improved read tagging. Highly similar transcripts originating from
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multi-copy genes may be collapsed into a single sequence, however, the extent of this depends
on the assembly algorithm used by Kollector.

Because progressive Bloom filters are also sensitive to the order of reads in the input file,
Kollector has the option to shuffle the genomic reads before each iteration to reduce any
potential bias created by read order (Figure 3.3). In our tests, read shuffling led to significant
gains in the overall assembly success for both species, reaching 98.7% in C. elegans (13,378 out
of 13,556 assembled) and 80.1% (41,631 out of 52,006 assembled) in H. sapiens.

(A)

(B)

Figure 3.3 Performance of Kollector for assembling target sequences in (A) C. elegans and (B) H. sapiens.
Genomic reads were randomly shuffled prior to being provided as input to the pipeline (solid lines, mean of
10 independent experiments). For comparison, runs with no shuffling are also depicted (dashed lines). The
success rate was calculated as the proportion of target genes successfully assembled over five iterations.

To determine the efficacy of our targeted approach compared to a regular de novo assembly in
reconstructing the genic space, we performed a whole-genome assembly of the C. elegans and H.
sapiens datasets discussed above. We used ABySS v1.5.2 to assemble both genomes, utilizing
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the same assembly k-mer size used within our targeted assemblies. This value of k was used
because it yielded the highest N50 in a set of k-mer sweeps on the whole-genome assembly. We
found that only 85.7% and 72.9% of all genic regions were completely captured (within a single
contig) in the C. elegans and H. sapiens whole-genome de novo assemblies, respectively.
Compared to 98.7% and 80.1% with Kollector for C. elegans and H. sapiens, respectively, these
results show that performing targeted assembly increases reconstruction contiguity in genic
regions. In addition, each complete whole-genome assembly required more computational
resources than Kollector, requiring 3 hours with 8 GB (single node) and 41 hours with 857 GB
(18 nodes) for the C. elegans and H. sapiens assemblies, respectively.

We investigated the failed reconstruction of 199 C. elegans transcripts (unshuffled experiment,
Figure 3.3A dashed line), and found that the failed targets had on average a longest intron length
significantly larger than the successfully assembled ones (p=1.5x10-8; Student’s t-test; Figure
3.4A), indicating that the failure was due in part to the lengths of the longest introns. For targets
with maximum intron lengths of approximately 20 kbp, we expect 50% of the reconstructions to
fail. However, we note that these large intron genes make-up a very small proportion of the total
dataset (Figure 3.4B). Although the distributions suggest substantial overlap, and there were
many long targets with successful assembly, with lengths comparable to the failed targets, our
statistical test suggests that Kollector has a bias towards assembling smaller genes, likely due to
the challenge of identifying enough genomic reads to connect exons separated by long introns.
We expect that the use of longer reads and insert sizes (possibly mate-pair reads) could help
alleviate some of these issues.
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Figure 3.4 A) Longest intron length comparison between the C. elegans target genes that are successfully
assembled (top) vs. those that failed (bottom). Notches in the boxes represent a 95% confidence interval
around the median. The length difference between the two groups, represented on a logarithmic scale on the
x-axis, is found to be statistically significant by t-test (p=1.5x10-8). This analysis yields the same result for gene
length comparison (Figure B.2) B) Proportion of successful gene assemblies vs longest introns (bars) with the
number of gene in each bin (lines). The first and second bins make up 10,237 and 1,496 genes respectively and
make up 86% of all genes in the dataset (Figure B.1).
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Species

Number of Genes Assembled Number of Genes Aligned

Success Rate

C. elegans

13,378

13,356

99.8

H. sapiens

41,631

41,525

99.7

Table 3.2 Accuracy of Kollector-assembled genes

To evaluate the accuracy of the genomic contigs produced by Kollector, we aligned the output of
a Kollector run from both species to their respective reference genome with BLASTn [104],
calling a correct alignment at a threshold of 95% query coverage and 95% sequence identity.
Doing so, we find that 99.7% or more of the assembled genes satisfy these criteria in both
species (Table 3.2).

Due to the greedy nature of our algorithm, it is possible to recruit off-target regions. The primary
source of error is due to repeats, with minor contributions from false positives and read errors.
We investigated these off-target events by aligning H. sapiens transcripts to the genome. We
extracted the regions based on the start and end coordinates of all contigs produced by Kollector
that aligned. We found that for contigs >500bp, only 40% were on target. Though this may seem
low, this assembly still represents a significantly smaller subset of the whole-genome, and this
analysis does not take into account contigs generated directly upstream of each gene.

3.5.1.2

Comparisons against Mapsembler, TASR, aTRAM and GRAbB

Although not originally and specifically designed for reconstructing genomic loci from transcript
sequences, we tested Mapsembler2 (v2.2.4) and TASR (v1.5.1) using the C. elegans genomic
dataset and input transcripts. For Mapsembler2, we used the default k-mer size (k = 31) and the
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consensus sequence mode (-i 2), which means extensions of the target sequence are collapsed.
We ran TASR using the independent, de novo assembly mode (-i 1) with default parameters,
meaning targets are only used for read recruitment and not for seeding the assembly. We
evaluated the results of these tools with the same GMAP alignment criteria that we reported for
Kollector. In our tests, Mapsembler2 and TASR assembled 28% and 18% of the targets,
respectively (Table 3.3). In contrast, Kollector was able to assemble 97% of the target gene set in
the first iteration alone. This is because Mapsembler2 and TASR are designed for re-assembling
input targets within their respective sequence boundaries, with limited extension capability in the
flanking regions, limiting their utility beyond single-exon genes. Kollector’s progressive filtering
algorithm, unlike the former approaches, can incorporate reads derived from intronic regions for
assembly, as discussed.

We also tested iterative read recruitment methods aTRAM and GRAbB on a random subset of
1000 transcripts from our C. elegans dataset. A smaller subset was chosen as the methods proved
intractable on larger datasets. To complete the computation of GRAbB, it requires stopping
conditions such as a minimum length of assembly for each target. We provided GRAbB with the
exact genomic lengths specified by the reference annotations. Despite this, we were unable to
finish computation of GRAbB in a tractable amount of time, and instead took the intermediate
results of the method after running GRAbB for 48 hours. We found that on these read subsets,
aTRAM and GRAbB assembled 73.1% and 42.5% of the targets respectively. Despite the
smaller size of the subset, Kollector outperformed both tools in speed, while utilizing a
comparable amount of memory.
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Method

Number of

Number of

Percentage of

Wall

Peak

targets

targets

targets

Clock

Memory

attempted

assembled

assembled

Time (h)

(GB)

Kollector

13,556

13,144

96.96

2

4.8

Mapsembler2

13,556

3,742

27.60

2

9.3

TASR

13,556

2,418

17.83

3

15.6

aTram

1,000

731

73.1

38

2.4

GRAbB

1,000

425

42.5

48*

3.1

Table 3.3 Comparison with Mapsembler2 and TASR

3.5.1.3

Scaling to large genomes: gene assembly in white spruce

Assembling complex and very large eukaryotic genomes is a computationally demanding
process. Therefore, a targeted assembly approach for retrieving biologically important gene
sequences remains an attractive option for most researchers. We have tested such a use case for
Kollector using Picea glauca (white spruce), which has a genome size in the 20 Gbp range [105,
106]. For the species, Warren and colleagues derived a high confidence set of 16,386 gene
predictions and associated transcripts. Using these transcript sequences, Kollector was able to
reconstruct 13,277 (80.4 %) of the original target genes in a single iteration, requiring five
processes, each using 43.3 GB of RAM and running for 24 hours.

Researchers are often also interested in the regions immediately upstream and downstream of
genes, which contain promoters and other regulatory elements. Due to the nature of the
progressive filtering algorithm, Kollector assemblies may extend into these regions. In order to
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demonstrate this, we aligned the aforementioned high-quality transcript models to the resulting
Kollector assemblies and quantified the amount of sequence upstream and downstream with
respect to the transcript. We show that, in addition to a gene’s exonic and intronic sequences,
Kollector typically reconstructs approximately 1 kb of sequence beyond the 5’ and 3’ ends of the
target transcript (Figure 3.5). Such extensions would enable characterization of the regulatory
factors and complexes in the proximal promoter of genes of interest by chromatin
immunoprecipitation and would be especially empowering to studies of non-model organisms
without available reference genome sequences.

Figure 3.5 Length distribution of flanking regions, after Kollector assembly of P. glauca genes. In order to
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define the flanking regions, we aligned the high-confidence transcript models of white spruce to our
Kollector assemblies and quantified the length of the sequence upstream (dashed line, the upper x-axis and
right-side y-axis) and the downstream (solid line, the lower x-axis and left y-axis) of the input transcript
alignment.

3.5.1.4

Targeted cross-species gene assembly

Non-model organisms might not have extensive and well-annotated transcriptomes available to
researchers. In such cases, Kollector can use transcript sequences from one species to reconstruct
the genic regions of a related species.

3.5.1.5

Cross-species assembly using Kollector

We tested Kollector using H. sapiens transcript sequences as bait to assemble orthologous (>70%
sequence identity) Mus musculus genes (Table 2.1, #4). Despite being separated by
approximately 90 million years of evolution (http://timetree.org), Kollector was able to assemble
3,295 of 4,025 target genes in a single iteration (r = 0.90, assembly k = 96), corresponding to an
81.9% success rate, as assessed using the orthologous M. musculus transcripts. This single
iteration took 4 hours using 18.1 GB of RAM.

3.5.1.6

Comparisons to aTRAM

We assessed Kollector’s performance against aTRAM [85], which to our knowledge, is the only
tool designed to assemble entire genes (including introns) guided by an input protein or DNA
gene sequence with or without introns. In their study, Allen and co-workers (2015) used a dataset
of 1,534 conserved proteins from human head lice (Pediculus humanus) [107] to assemble
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orthologous genes in the chimpanzee lice (Pediculus schaeffi) genome. We ran Kollector using
the same whole-genome shotgun reads and corresponding cDNA sequences for each orthologous
gene, and compared the results using two metrics: the proportion of the target gene that aligned
to the assembled scaffold, and a number of assembled genes that passed a reciprocal best
BLASTn hit test with each target gene.

In our tests, Kollector slightly outperformed aTRAM on both metrics (on average 99.3% to
aTRAM’s 98.6%, and 1,552 genes passing the reciprocal BLASTn test compared with 1,530 in
aTRAM). Kollector achieved this task in less than one-tenth of aTRAM’s run time (Table 3.4).
The markedly greater speed of Kollector is mainly due to its use of alignment-free classification
with k-mers and Bloom filters, allowing it to process thousands of transcripts in a single run.
Whereas aTRAM relies on iterative alignments to individual targets to recruit enough reads for
their assembly. For applications on this relatively small scale, the progressive read filtering
algorithm used by Kollector eliminates the need for iterations.

For these experiments we parameterized Kollector with r = 0.9, s = 0.5, k = 48, and n =
10,000,000, values similar to our other experiments. Our success rate suggests that this method is
robust in capturing relatively divergent sequences. We think this is due to our progressive
filtering algorithm, which recruits reads from more conserved regions first and then uses them to
extend the sequence in more divergent regions. Furthermore, the sensitivity of reconstruction of
more divergent sequences may be increased by using a low r parameter (the specificity required
for read tagging), which may be preferable if the evolutionary distance between two species is
considerable.
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Method

Proportion

Reciprocal Best-

Time (h)

BLASTn
Kollector

99.3

1,532

2

aTRAM

98.6

1,530

25

Table 3.4 Comparison with aTRAM

3.5.2

Whole-genome targeted assembly

A prominent application of de novo assembly is the detection of specific, yet novel, sequences,
where a mapping approach can introduce bias [108]. However, the large sample size of many
studies, such as those of cancer genomics consortia (e.g. ICGC, TCGA), can put a strain on
computational resources when de novo whole-genome assembly is required. Therefore, a fast and
reliable targeted assembler, like Kollector, might be an attractive option for most researchers,
especially when considering its ability to extend incomplete input sequences.

In order to demonstrate the extent of its utility, we have used Kollector for the targeted assembly
of Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) in a cancer sample. The Cancer Genome Atlas consortium has
profiled 279 head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HSNCs) and detected many HPV
positive samples, which were experimentally confirmed with immunohistochemistry and in situ
hybridization [86]. We ran Kollector on the genomic data from one of the confirmed samples
[TCGA-BA-4077] with HPV type -33. Kollector does not need the bait to match the exact target
sequence, as demonstrated in Section 3.2, so we used HPV type-16 reference genome as bait,
and were able to re-assemble the complete HPV type-33 genome sequence in a single iteration
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with less than 15 minutes runtime and using 1 Gb of memory. We also used genomic reads from
the matched normal sample as the negative control, and, as expected, Kollector did not yield any
assembled HPV sequences. Because Kollector uses only sequences contributed by the reads, the
assembled strain remains unbiased relative to our bait sequence.

3.6

Discussion and onclusions

We have described Kollector, a targeted de novo genome assembly application that takes
transcript sequences and whole-genome sequencing reads as input and assembles the
corresponding gene loci. Input transcripts are used to seed progressive Bloom filters, a greedy
database that can efficiently expand into intronic regions using sequence overlaps. Due to our
alignment-free approach, we demonstrate that Kollector can scale well up to large genomes, such
as those of human and spruce.

When assembling genes from transcripts, we show that Kollector successfully assembles more
gene loci than iterative read recruitment methods aTRAM and GRABb in less time and
assembles more genes than both non-iterative read recruitment methods Mapsembler2 and
TASR. However, we note in the latter case that this was expected since these tools were not
designed for targeted gene loci assembly using RNA transcripts and are thus unable to fill in
large intronic gaps. Kollector also successfully assembles more gene loci than aTRAM when
assembling the genic space of a related species.

After our evaluations, we showcased three additional use cases for Kollector. The first one
showed that Kollector was able to effectively assemble gene sequences in P. glauca (white
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spruce), despite its large 20-Gbp genome. These gene assemblies typically included 1 kb of
upstream and downstream sequence with respect to the input transcript, illustrating the utility of
the approach to be able to examine promoters and other regulatory elements around genes for
downstream applications. This demonstrates that for gene-centric investigations, Kollector can
be a robust substitute for de novo whole-genome assembly, which remains computationally
challenging at large scales.

The second use case concerned comparative genomics, where Kollector assembled M. musculus
genes using orthologous H. sapiens transcripts as input. This comparative genomics approach is
particularly valuable to researchers working on non-model organisms, which might not have
extensive and well-annotated transcript sequences available.

Our final demonstration involved the whole-genome targeted assembly of HPV in a head and
neck cancer sample. Kollector solves this problem by de novo assembling reads of interest,
without the risk of introducing artifacts, as typically is the case when aligning reads to a
reference genome. Because Kollector can fill in missing sequences by recruiting reads with a
progressive Bloom filter, it only requires a limited amount of sequence homology within the bait
sequence to fully reassemble a viral sequence. We note that the extent of divergence of the seed
sequence that Kollector can use was not fully explored, and thus may be interesting to investigate
in future studies.

In conclusion, we expect Kollector to be a valuable addition to the current suite of targeted
assembly tools. Not only does it scale to large datasets, but it can also be used to reconstruct
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orthologous sequences in non-model organisms and would find utility in the reconstruction of
large regions de novo, using only transcript sequences.
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Chapter 4: Mismatch-tolerant, alignment-free sequence classification using
multiple spaced seeds and multi-index Bloom filters
4.1

Publication note

Most of the content of this Chapter has been submitted to the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Science, and an early draft [109] is available as a preprint in BioRxiv. In addition,
preliminary work for this project was presented as a talk at HitSeq 2016. Versions of this tool are
featured as part of the Targeted Assembly Pipeline (TAP) [20] published in BMC Medical
Genetics in 2018. The work described in this chapter is the main work of the author, under the
supervision of Inanc Birol. The author designed and implemented the tool described performed
the experiments and wrote the manuscript. The co-authors on this work helped test the software,
provided valuable feedback during the development of the tool and helped in editing the
manuscript.

4.2

Author summary

Alignment-free classification tools have enabled high-throughput processing of sequencing data
in many bioinformatics analysis pipelines due to their advantages in computational efficiency.
Originally k-mer based, such tools lack sensitivity in the face of sequencing errors and
polymorphism, so some tools have been augmented with spaced seeds, which are capable of
tolerating mismatches. However, the use of spaced seeds has not seen much practical use in
classification because they are often accompanied by increased computational and memory costs
compared to their k-mer based counterparts. These limitations have also caused the design and
length of spaced seeds used in these tools to be limited as storing spaced seeds can be costly. To
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address this, we have designed a novel probabilistic data structure called a multi-index Bloom
Filter (miBF), which can store and query multiple spaced seed sequences to thousands of
reference genomes, with low memory costs that remain static regardless of seed length. We
formalize how to minimize false-positive rates, providing a framework applicable to future
probabilistic data structures using multiple spaced seeds on multiple classification targets.
Available as a part of BioBloom Tools, we demonstrate the utility of our tool in two
applications: read binning for targeted assembly and taxonomic read assignment. Our tool shows
higher sensitivity and specificity for read-binning than sequence alignment-based methods, also
executing in less time. For taxonomic classification, we show higher sensitivity than a
conventional spaced seed-based approach in an order of magnitude less time, while using half
the memory. This chapter addresses objectives 2 and 3 in section 1.4.

4.3

Significance

There is sustained growth in data throughput in modern DNA sequencing platforms, surpassing
the capacity-growth in computing infrastructure. For many biological studies, faster alignment
algorithms alleviated some of the burden brought forth by rapidly increasing data volumes, but
not all applications in genomics projects require sequence alignments. Accordingly, recent
alignment-free methods are finding application in a wide range of tasks from transcript
expression analysis, to metagenome characterization, to read filtering for localized de novo
sequence assembly. Although these alignment-free classification algorithms are faster than
alignment, they are often limited in sensitivity and may have high memory requirements. We
demonstrate that by using spaced-seeds and probabilistic data structures, the sensitivity of
alignment-free classification methods can be enhanced without impacting memory usage.
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In addition to its practical value, this chapter also introduces a theoretical framework for using
multiple spaced seeds in a multi-index Bloom filter. The concepts would be of interest to a wide
audience, including researchers in various fields of computer science and data structures in
particular. Ideas and concepts towards minimizing false-positive rates in massive volumes of
queries would be of particular interest to researchers studying probabilistic data structures, which
power the Internet. In these aspects, contribution to the literature of miBF stands out: while
computational biology and bioinformatics usually adapt concepts from the computer sciences for
effective analysis of large datasets, this work may be generalized to benefit the wider computer
science community.

4.4

Introduction

In computational biology, sequence classification, the process of binning of biological sequences
into categories such as genome of origin, is a common task with many applications such as
contamination screening [15], pathogen detection [63, 64, 91], metagenomics [63, 64, 110], and
targeted assembly from shotgun sequence data [83, 95]. Though this problem is addressable via
sequence alignment [14], the scale of modern datasets (both of the query and the reference
sequences), has spurred the development of faster alignment-free hashed based similarity
methods [110], as exact genomic coordinates are often unnecessary and lead to more
computation than necessary. We have developed a novel probabilistic data structure based on the
Bloom Filter (BF) [33], a data structure that implicitly stores data to reduce memory usage.
Employing multiple spaced seeds to represent sequences, it can better handle sequence
polymorphisms and errors compared to other hash-based sequence classification methods.
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The most common hash-based, alignment-free indexing methods are k-mer based. These
methods work by breaking a reference sequence into sub-sequences of length k base pairs (bp)
and indexing them (often in a hash table). To query sequences, they are broken into k-mers and
interrogated against the index for shared k-mers. If a significant number of k-mers are found, the
read is then classified. The k-mers must be long enough such that they are unlikely to be the
same between indexed targets, especially if there is substantial sequence similarity. However, kmers cannot compensate for differences between references and queries that occur within k base
pairs of each other. This limitation has motivated us to use spaced seeds [66] (also called gapped
q-grams [111]).

Spaced seeds are a modification to the standard k-mer where some wildcard positions are added
to allow for approximate sequence matching. They were originally proposed in PatternHunter in
2002 [66], and have been used since to improve the sensitivity and specificity of homology
search algorithms [112-116]. Employing multiple spaced seeds together can increase the
sensitivity of homology searches [117]. Spaced seeds have also been employed in metagenomics
studies to improve the sensitivity of classification [67, 68].

Probabilistic data structures are a class of data structures that focus on representing data
approximately, so query operations can sometimes produce a false positive. The use of
probabilistic data structures in bioinformatics has expanded in recent years, owing to their speed
(hash table-like) and low memory usage. Different mitigation strategies to reduce the false
positive rate (FPR) of these data structures have been proposed, however, no matter the methods,
the core strategies are the reduction of base probabilities and the use of joint probability from
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independent events. For example, from the first probabilistic data structure, the BF [33], false
positives are reduced by lowering the occupancy of the BF (decreasing the base probability of a
false positive) or by increasing the number of hash functions used (exploiting the joint
probability of multiple independent events). These principles have not changed; however, there
may be aspects of the datatype being indexed that may be exploited but are overlooked. For
instance, some methods that utilize probabilistic data structures for key-value associations in
sequence analysis consider every inserted key as an independent event [42, 48], assigning a
single FPR for each key query. However, in the biological sciences, unlike in some other
applications of these data structures in other situations, each key is a decomposition of the same
sequences (i.e. multiple groups of keys originate from the same sequence) and are thus not
independent and can be exploited to reduce the FPR when querying [118].

The use of BFs for sequence-based classification was originally developed in the tool Fast and
Accurate Classification of Sequences [65]. We later developed BioBloom Tools (BBT) [15],
which used heuristics to optimize the runtime and reduce the effect of false positives, as
described in Chapter 2. Though BBT proved effective when using a small number of references,
determining the specific reference of a queried sequence requires multiple BFs, which can lead
to an O(n) time complexity, where n is the number of references. Here, we have extended the
functionality of BFs for the classification against multiple references (key-value association) in a
novel data structure called a multi-index Bloom Filter (miBF). While it shares similarities with
existing data structures, it has properties that allow it to synergize with spaced seeds.
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There are similar data structures that can be considered for the sequence classification problem,
such as Bloomier filters [41], sequence Bloom trees [43], quotient filters [44, 51], the quasidictionary [42, 46], the Pufferfish data structure [53], the Othello data structure [47, 48], and
interleaved BFs [49] with different time and memory complexities (See Section 1.3.3.2 for their
comparison). The miBF data structure belongs in the same family of these data structures, with
similar theoretical performance and properties, but is specifically designed to work with multiple
spaced seeds as opposed to k-mers. At suggested parameterization, miBF requires around 20 bits
per key, assuming 16-bit values and that every single spaced seed in a set of multiple spaced
seeds is considered its own key. Look-up time is constant and will require up to 2 cache misses
per key lookup. The FPR for a single key lookup of miBF may differ depending on the value it
classifies to, and thus a direct comparison to the FPR of other methods is difficult. To most
effectively query miBFs, they must be used with multiple lookups over the same sequence,
amortizing the FPR to a small value. Because of this, we consider the FPR to be a function of
both the parameters of the miBF and length of the sequence being queried.

In this chapter, we describe the miBF data structure, showing how we integrate multiple spaced
seeds in this data structure, explain how it is constructed, and how it is queried. We present a
formulation for calculating the FPR of queries to the miBF for any sequences of a given length.
We implemented a generic sequence classifier using the miBF, and present in two use cases,
read-binning for targeted assembly and metagenomic classification compared against state-ofthe-art tools BWA-MEM and CLARK/CLARK-S respectively, showcasing the increased
sensitivity and runtime performance the miBF provides. The data structure and the tool used here
are provided through our software repository at https://github.com/bcgsc/biobloom.
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4.5
4.5.1

Results
Filtering reads for targeted assembly

Targeted assembly can improve the throughput and reduce the complexity of assembly for
applications such as clinical diagnostics for structural variants or other mutations. A typical
procedure when performing targeted assembly is the extraction of sequencing reads in the target
loci, before using these reads in a de novo assembly pipeline. This can be done via alignment or
sequence classification since exact genomic coordinates are not necessary for a de novo
assembly. For this application, we compared the binning of reads with BWA-MEM [119] with
our method on a set of simulated reads. We simulated Illumina reads with a depth of 100x
(2,303,019 read pairs) using pIRS (v1.1.1) [120] from a gene set composed of 580 COSMIC
(v77) genes [121], and an equal number of non-COSMIC genes randomly selected from RefSeq
[122]. We indexed the set of 580 genes into a miBF using a set of four spaced seeds (Section
C.1). Because BWA-MEM unfairly suffers poor specificity when only the 580 genes are indexed
(Figure C.1), we indexed all the genes in the human genome (Figure 4.1) rather than only the
indexed set of COSMIC genes to prevent off-target alignments. The seeds used in the read
binning experiments were 80 bp in length and have Shannon entropies of 2.953 and 2.958 (using
a word size of 3), with mirrored templates having the same entropy.

Compared to BWA-MEM, BBT obtained a higher overall sensitivity (99.996% vs 98.687%) and
lower overall FPR (0.400% vs 0.421%). On a per gene basis, BBT outperforms BWA-MEM in
terms of F1 score, except for RANBP2 (Figure 4.1). This is due to additional reads that seem to
originate from a similar homologous gene, that is not part of the gene set indexed in the miBF. If
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BWA-MEM is used without a full indexed set it also suffers the same false positives (Figure
C.1). We note that in our evaluation we did not penalize BWA-MEM for multi-mapping to a
gene that was not in the target set so that it was comparable to BBT (which indexed only 580
genes). We compared the runtime of each tool, finding that BBT runs at least 2x faster than
BWA-MEM, and scales better on more threads (Figure C.2). Memory usage of the classification
stage of BBT on this set of 580 genes was 20MB. These tests were performed on the same
machine (Intel Xeon E7-8867 2.5GHz).

Figure 4.1 Per-gene comparison of classification performance by BBT vs BWA-MEM. F1 scores for both
methods using a simulated dataset calculated for each gene and plotted on the same horizontal line. Only
genes with F1 scores less than one is shown here (For full set cf. Figure C.3). The scale on the X-axis for
BWA-MEM on the right is reversed for easy visual comparison such that higher scores for both methods
localize to the middle.
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We also compared the memory and time usage of indexing, but because the indexed set of
COSMIC genes was small, it does not offer a fair comparison for the indexing stages of the two
methods. Instead, to compare the scalability of indexing we indexed a 3.5G fasta file consisting
of ~1000 bacterial sequences, using the same set of seeds and default parameters. BWA-MEM
indexing algorithm does not offer parallelization and it took 1.5 hours to index in the entire file.
Using a single thread BBT took 6.7 hours to index the same file, which dropped to only 0.7
hours using 16 threads. BWA-MEM only took 5GB of memory to index this file, whereas BBT
used 33GB for the task.

4.5.2

Metagenomic classification

Although BBT is a generic classification tool, when given the proper reference sequences it is
possible for it to be used as the workhorse for a metagenomics classification pipeline. To
demonstrate this, we compared BBT with CLARK [64] and CLARK-S [68] (the spaced seed
variant of CLARK). We compared CLARK-S because it is the only metagenomic classification
tool that we know of that supports multiple spaced seeds to improve classification sensitivity.
We also compare the method to CLARK, the predecessor to CLARK-S, because it is well
characterized against other tools [123].

We first generated a standard database (bacterial + viral genomes, constructed May 2018) for
both CLARK-S and CLARK. So that the comparisons were comparable, we used the same
references sequences and taxon IDs that CLARK uses to construct the miBF (Section C.2). To
index the genomes, CLARK took 24.0h, CLARK-S took 24.5h and BBT took 8.5 hours to
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generate an index. We requested 64 threads for each tool, but CLARK generally did not use
more than 1 CPU at a time, while BBT used around 13 CPUs on average, suggesting there is
room to optimize parallelism when indexing for both tools, though more so for CLARK.
Memory usage when indexing was 170GB for CLARK, 206GB for CLARK-S and 190GB for
BBT. The seeds used in the metagenomic experiments were 42 bp in length and have Shannon
entropies of 2.939 and 2.950 (using a word size of 3), again with mirrored templates having the
same entropy.
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Figure 4.2 Comparison of CLARK, CLARK-S, BBT A: Precision and sensitivity considering only the best hit
of a classification. B: Precision and sensitivity considering all multimaps. CLARK is omitted as it produces a
single hit. C: ROC-like plot considering best hits on an unambiguous dataset. Lines indicate BBT runs
parameterized to yield a higher precision (Section C.2). D: ROC-like plot considering best hits on default
dataset. E: Runtime comparison of CLARK, CLARK-S, BBT at 8 to 62 threads. Both axes are in log scale,
and under the situation of perfect scaling, the trend should follow a linear slope. F: Number of hits per record
in all CLARK-S datasets for BBT and CLARK-S. Again, CLARK is not included because it does not
multimap sequences.
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There are differences between the miBF index and CLARK/CLARK-S databases beyond our
implicit representation of seeds. First, unlike CLARK-S and CLARK, seed sequences shared
between different taxa are not removed but distributed between taxa and if repetitive will be set
as saturated (see Section 4.7). Also, though CLARK-S and BBT both use multiple spaced seeds,
the miBF did not use the same set of seeds as CLARK-S because of our restrictions on seed
designs (see Section 4.7). In addition, because our seed design does not affect memory usage of
the miBF, we were also free to use longer seeds (Section C.1).

In our benchmarks, we used the simulated metagenomic datasets in the CLARK-S paper [68],
however, because the NCBI databases have changed since the original CLARK-S publication,
we had to omit read simulated from genomes that no longer have a corresponding species taxon
in the database from the comparison. Nevertheless, since we omit the same reads in all runs and
use the same reference sequences, our results still yield a fair comparison. We generated two sets
of simulated reads as outlined in the CLARK-S paper; the difference between the “Default” and
“Unambiguous” sets is the Unambiguous set does not have reads with all 32-mers shared
between any two taxa IDs, but we note that, because the database has changed, this distinction
may no longer hold completely true. The default datasets are more representative of real datasets,
and the unambiguous datasets are more idealized for CLARK and CLARK-S.

The default output of CLARK only produces a single best match, but CLARK-S produces a
secondary hit. Like CLARK-S, BBT produces secondary hits, with the difference being that BBT
can produce more than one secondary hit. To this end, we compared the performance of each
tool when it came to only the best hit in addition to comparing the results when multiple hits
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were considered. For default BBT, only 5.4% have multi-hits, and of that, a majority (75.2%)
only hit two targets (Figure 4.2B). CLARK-S provides a secondary hit 40.7% of the time thus
penalizing the precision when considering multiple hits.

As expected, CLARK-S has higher sensitivity than CLARK in almost all cases, reproducing the
results found in the original CLARK-S paper (Figure 4.2A, Table C.1, C.2). The trend shows
that default BBT has the highest sensitivity allowing it to yield the highest F1 score in all but one
case (Unambiguous simBA-525 dataset). In addition, we tested BBT with parameterizations to
increase precision, by filtering ambiguous elements (Figure 4.2C, D and Section C.2). In most
datasets, BBT will outperform CLARK and CLARK-S in sensitivity at the same precision,
except for the unambiguous simBA-525 dataset.

Included with the CLARK-S datasets are three negative control datasets totalling in 3 million
100bp pair reads. Unexpectedly, some of the reads in the negative control datasets had mapped
in both CLARK-S (six reads) and default BBT (one read). This contrasts with the original
CLARK-S paper where no reads were mapped in any of the negative controls. In addition, in
BBT, we expected no false positives because the minimum FPR parameter (-s) was specified to
be less than 10-10 (default). Thus, we hypothesize this may be due to the difference in the
databases, adding some new reference genomes that happen to have sequence similarity to those
found in the negative control. Overall, we think this is not a cause for concern, as this represents
a very small minority of the negative control.
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We tested the runtime of each method at a differing number of threads (Figure 4.2E). We show
that CLARK is the fastest tool, followed by BBT and finally CLARK-S. This trend follows when
more threads are used, with the exception that BBT seems to scale better than CLARK, rivalling
it at a higher number of threads. BBT and CLARK stay within an order of magnitude of each
other, while CLARK-S takes an order of magnitude longer. CLARK used 87GB, BBT used
89GB, and CLARK-S used 175GB. Database loading speed was not considered in this
comparison, but was dependent on I/O, and was quite comparable between the methods.

4.6

Discussion

We have described the miBF, a probabilistic sequence classification data structure that can
classify to multiple value-types and synergizes well with multiple spaced seeds. Like BFs, the
memory usage of miBF does not depend on the size of the seed indexed. With a BF, querying for
the set of origin between multiple reference sets requires the construction and use of multiple
BFs leading to O(n) time complexity when querying, where n is the numbers of reference
sets/filters. In contrast, querying for the set of origin for an element in miBF requires only one
instance of the data structure, and is performed in constant time. Packaged and implemented in
BBT we have shown it to be a practical sequence classification tool, especially if sensitivity is a
concern.

To optimize the available memory for a target FPR, BFs can use multiple hash functions to
describe a given k-mer. We modified this concept in miBF: instead of using multiple hash values
for the same k-mer, we hash multiple spaced seed templates across the input sequence. Naively,
one may simply insert each spaced seed as its own element (using multiple hash functions for
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each insertion); yet, since the seeds in the same “frame” of the sequence are dependent we can
instead use a set of spaced seeds in the place of multiple hash functions. Also, by allowing for
some spaced seeds in a frame to miss, we can tolerate mismatches when classifying sequences.

Figure 4.3 ROC-like plot investigating sets of multiple spaced seeds (60 designs) against k-mers (20 to 60) on
classification on a miBF generated on 580 genes from the COSMIC database using reads 2x150 bp reads
simulated with a 0.4% error rate on the same set of genes. Each set of spaced seeds has five seeds with the
same weight of 20 and same length of 60. The k-mers used five hash functions to make the miBFs comparable.

Seed size has no impact on memory usage on this data structure, expanding the potential for
specialized, highly sensitive and specific spaced seed designs. Optimal seed sensitivity
computation is NP-hard [124], and although faster approximations exist [70], the problem
remains difficult to optimize as our seeds can be any length. As a result, there is a vast
opportunity for further research into multi spaced seed design with the miBF. Optimal seed
design for sequence classification is a function of the sequencing error rate, homology detection
tolerance, sequence length, and mutation/error types. Additionally, there are methods to hash
multiple spaced seeds more efficiently [125], and some seed designs can be hashed more
efficiently than others.
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We investigated the impact of seed design on classification performance by randomly generating
spaced seeds. In practice, using completely random seeds, it was difficult to create poor seeds
with high overlap complexity [74]. To generate both well and poorly performing seeds, we used
a generative Markov process [126] that purposely created seeds with high and low Shannon
entropy [127]. We tried all possible combinations of these seeds into sets of 5 seeds and
computed their overlap complexity. Our results show that seed design does matter, but even
poorly generated spaced seeds tend to perform better compared to k-mers (Figure 4.3),
suggesting one can expect gains on sensitivity relative to k-mers without extensive work on
multiple spaced seed design. Thus, the seeds used throughout the paper were randomly generated
with a script provided as part of BBT after picking a weight and seed length. Users of our tool
can specify custom designs though there are a few restrictions as to which seed design can be
used (see Section 4.7). As seed design improves, we expect the performance of our tool to
improve.

To perform key-value lookups in the miBF, we store an ID for each hashed position. However,
due to shared sequence or hash collisions, a loss of key-value associations can occur. If enough
collisions occur, we can denote elements as saturated to let us know if key-value association
information within a frame is lost, without destroying key-value pairs that are important for the
classification of other sequences. In practice, the rate of saturation can be mitigated to 1%
(depending on the number and relative repetitiveness of references) by using only 4 spaced seeds
and a 50% BF occupancy (Figure C.5). Also, though largely unbiased, the representative counts
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can vary between IDs, but the variance can be minimized by using more spaced seeds (Figure
C.6).

When querying, we determine if a sequence is a false positive by using the frame counts (Section
4.7.6). We have formulated a model for calculating the FPR given a sequence (rather than a
single element query), which also leverages the frequency of which an ID is retrieved.
Interestingly, this means miBFs with more IDs will result in lower FPRs. The largest gains of
having more IDs will be seen if there is low sequence sharing between references. Our
formulation scales to the length of the input sequence and is thus more robust and reliable than
hard thresholds based on number or proportion of hits. Finally, a lower FPR will benefit our
runtime performance, because it will allow our early classification termination heuristics to
activate more frequently. Frame counts are also generally a reliable metric for ranking multimatches but can be distorted if the sequence contains repetitive sequences. When disambiguating
multi-matches, we found the non-saturated frame counts (Section C.3) to be the best metric as it
considers frames that may be repetitive yet is still able to tolerate mismatches. Sources of error
when classifying and ranking multi-matches come from repetitive sequences, homologous
references, sequencing errors, polymorphism, and random hash collisions during miBF
construction.

We showcased our classification tool in two use cases. The first use case was the recruitment of
reads for targeted assembly. We show superior sensitivity and FPR to BWA-MEM in less time.
In addition, the use of spaced seeds affords a certain amount of specificity that allows BBT to
index only the gene of interest, rather than the entire gene set, which BWA-MEM needs to
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prevent off-target classification. The overall specificity of the matches was higher than BWAMEM, but we note that in one target gene BWA-MEM outperformed BBT because it had access
to the entire gene set. This suggests that a spaced seed approach may be superior in terms of
overall specificity when using incomplete or missing reference sequences. The practical speed
and sensitivity of miBFs have prompted use of miBFs in the targeted transcriptome assembly
pipeline called TAP [20] and might be a good fit for other pipelines performing read binning.
The second use case was the classification of metagenomic sequences to the species level. Under
default parameterization, we showed higher sensitivity than both CLARK-S and CLARK. To
illustrate that the gains to sensitivity were not necessarily at the cost of precision, we also ran
BBT with parameters to allow for more precise classifications (by filtering ambiguous matches
from the output). Under these parameters, we showed generally higher sensitivity at the same
precision to CLARK and CLARK-S, though the power of this method lies in the improved
overall sensitivity (at default parameters). Our maximum sensitivity gains were likely due to the
use of a slightly sparser set of seeds with more seeds (four vs three), and because we do not filter
out seed sequences that are shared between species. Despite the slight increase in sparseness, the
specificity of the classification was maintained by using longer seeds (42 bp, longer than what
CLARK-S can currently use).

Both CLARK-S and BBT can provide multi-matches. Although BBT may get the best hit
incorrect in some cases, it is very likely that one of the secondary hits is the correct
classification. When considering these multi-matches, BBT still outperformed CLARK-S with
regards to sensitivity, and notably also had a much higher relative precision. However, this
comparison to CLARK-S may be unfair since CLARK-S produces alternative hits liberally
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(penalizing precision), whereas BBT only produces multi-hits when there is high ambiguity. In
most cases, CLARK-S will often get the best hit correct, whereas BBT will have fewer reads
with multi-hits, though these classifications will be much more likely to be true multi-maps.
The runtime of BBT remained around two times slower than CLARK and generally scales better
than CLARK when more threads are used. When parameterized with more specific settings BBT
will run slower (depending on the parameters), so BBT better suits applications where sensitivity
is important. Due to the implicit representation of the spaced seeds, BBT used half the memory
CLARK-S and a similar amount of memory to CLARK despite using more spaced seeds. The
runtime of CLARK-S was more than an order magnitude slower than CLARK and BBT,
suggesting that computation using multiple spaced seeds can be quite expensive if not carefully
optimized.

In conclusion, despite the complexity of using a tool based on a probabilistic data structure and
spaced seeds, we expect this data structure and tool to be a valuable addition to existing
classification methods due to its impressive computational performance as well as gains to
classification sensitivity at scalable memory usage. The ideal application of our tools is in
situations where high sensitivity is desired, and perhaps unknown or unindexed sequences may
be present in the dataset. In addition, we hope that our work will invigorate research into spaced
seed design because the length and weight of the seeds no longer have an impact on memory
usage. Finally, our novel FPR formulations featured here may be widely applicable to any
probabilistic data structures when classifying sequencing data and should help in keeping
classification robust in the face of different length read sets and a lowered reliance on hard
thresholds common to these methods.
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4.7
4.7.1

Methods
Multiple spaced seeds

We hash multiple spaced seeds across a sequence broken into frames the size of the spaced
seeds, similar to breaking a sequence into k-mers. Some spaced seeds in a single frame can miss,
thus tolerating mismatches when classifying. By default, we will accept all but one seed in a
frame to miss, but this can be changed (-a) to help decrease the FPR, at the cost of sensitivity.
There is no restriction on length or weight (required match positions) for spaced seeds, however,
the seeds must either share mirrored match positions to another seed or be palindromic, to enable
us to store only one complement of the sequence. This allows us to save memory by storing each
seed only once and not both forward and reverse-complements, analogous to storing canonical kmers (comparing the forward and reverse-complement of a k-mer and consistently using one).
The seeds used in our experiments were randomly generated subject to the following three
conditions. We required that (1) they have 50% occupancy, (2) in a set of four seeds, there are
exactly two seeds with a wildcard in each position, and (3) two of the seeds are mirrored to
templates of the other two seeds. This design ensures that if we have a single mismatch in a
query sequence at least two of the seeds report hits.
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Figure 4.4 A: A visualization of the multi-index BF data structure. Three tables are used to represent the
miBF and how they interact. B: The true form of the data with an interleaved form of the bit vector. The
interval for the rank array is much larger than shown here (512 vs 4 bits), reducing its overhead to 64/512 =
0.125 bits per position.

4.7.2

Multi-index BF structure

The miBF can be thought of as three separate arrays. The first is a BF bit array, storing the
presence or absence of an element in stored the miBF (with possible false positives) (Figure
4.4A). The next one stores the rank information of the bit array at specific intervals; this allows
for constant time rank information access [57] to positions on the bit array. The third ID array
stores integer identifiers for each element in the bit array. These integer IDs can be used to
represent any arbitrary classification category such as strain or genome information. The rank
array in conjunction with the BF is used to determine the rank of the value to index the integer
identifier in the ID array. To improve cache performance the BF and rank arrays are interleaved
into a single data vector [128] (Figure 4.4B).
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Figure 4.5 An illustration of a miBF data vector construction using a 3 bit ID. Values after the colons are the
number of times an ID was considered to be inserted into that bucket, needed for reservoir sampling. The
percentage in the parenthesis represents the chance of insertion of a different element into that position. A:
Insertions into miBF of different keys randomized with reservoir sampling. Before the final pass, each
element has at least one representative spaced seed inserted so no changes are needed. B: An example set of
insertions causing saturation of some of the key-value association in the miBF. No replacement locations for
locus 4 can be found, so the values are saturated. C: An example where locus 4 is not able to be represented
before the final pass. Rather than saturation, a value of a duplicate of locus 2 is replaced by locus 4, the value
with a smaller count is replaced first.
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4.7.3

Multi-index BF construction

Construction of the miBF consists of multiple passes through the sequence set being indexed. To
minimize memory usage overhead, all data is streamed, but multiple threads can be used on
different parts of the data (so long as they are part of different IDs) to improve runtime. Three
passes through the data are needed to construct a miBF. The first pass populates the BF, the
second pass populates the ID array, and a final pass recovers colliding IDs and set saturation.
Due to shared sequence or hash collisions, inserted values into the ID array may collide causing
a loss of key-value association information. We compensate by flagging any loss of data and bias
towards any ID across sets of sequences. To minimize bias, IDs are inserted into the data vector
using reservoir sampling [129]. To do so a temporary count vector is needed, the same size of the
data vector, updated analogously to a counting BF (Figure 4.5A). In the final pass, we set a
saturation bit (Figure 4.5B) denoting a loss of information when an ID has no representative
seeds for a single element (an element is considered a set of spaced seeds to one sequence
position). This saturation bit indicates if key-value information within a frame is lost, without
destroying key-value pairs that are important for the classification of other sequences. Finally, if
no representative seeds exist for that element, but a duplicate ID is found (Figure 4.5C) in the
same frame, we can prevent saturation by inserting the value into one of the duplicate positions.
Duplicate positions happen most often when sequences are repetitive. More spaced seeds will
help decrease any saturation (Figure C.5), but this will be at the cost of increased memory usage.
Our construction method shows very little sequence bias in practice, and higher seed counts will
decrease the variance of each count (Figure C.6).
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4.7.4

Sequence classification

We perform classification in two stages. First, we determine if the matches to an ID are enough
to determine the read is not a false positive match determined by a preset minimum FPR (1/1010
by default). Then we rank the significant candidate IDs and filter in additional candidates that
match strongly enough that they can be considered a multi-match. A lookup of the data structure
is performed by hashing a set of spaced seeds in a frame and confirming if the value(s) are
present, and if present using the rank value to retrieve the ID from the ID array. In this scheme,
one can end up with multiple IDs for the query, with a high likelihood of one of them being a
false positive. To query reliably, we use adjacent frame matches to the same ID to reduce the
effective FPR, because matches to adjacent frames are independent events if they occur due to
hash collisions. This is similar to other methods is shown to reduce the effective FPR in BFs
[130], with the difference that multiple IDs with different frequencies in the filter need to be
considered.

The chance of a false positive depends on the length of the sequence being queried, the length of
the seed used, the FPR of the BF, and the frequency of each ID in the ID array (Figure C.7).
When classifying a sequence, the FPR for each frame is a series of n independent Bernoulli trials
(number of frames) so we can model the overall chance of a false positive using a binomial
distribution. Our miBF FPR formulation is based on the BF FPR [33] as follows:

where b is the occupancy of the BF and h is the number of multiple spaced seeds (traditionally
number of hash functions) used for a single frame in the sequence. As we are also allowing some
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misses due to our use of multi-spaced seeds, the formulation becomes:

where a is the number of allowed misses for the set of spaced seeds in a frame. For a BF the
chance of falsely classifying a sequence is easily determined by computing the cumulative
density function (CDF) of the number of matches m - 1 and inverting it:

Computing the FPR of miBFs incorporates the fact that you can use multiple indexes to help
further reduce the FPR, though it should be noted that each index i is an additional test. Before
we compute the overall probability over an entire sequence for given index i, we must first
formulate the probability of falsely matching a frame of classification:

where si is the frequency of index i in the data array of the miBF, relative to the frequency of all
indices. Thus, the overall probability for false classification for index i is:

Out of all our tests for each index i we can take the best candidate (lowest p-value) and perform a
multiple testing correction. In our implementation, we simply perform the Bonferroni correction
[131]:

We explored different corrections using simulated data (Figure C.4) and showed that these
correction methods generally result in similar corrected values for smaller critical values. In
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practice we show that they are overly conservative in practice, potentially lowering the statistical
power of the method. We hypothesize that this is caused by the fact that our values originate
from a binomial distribution (which has a uniform cumulative probability density function but is
also discrete), whereas these correction methods are formulated for a true non-discrete
continuous uniform random distribution.

We filter in only matches that pass a minimum FPR threshold during classification. When the
sequence classified is of a fixed length, we compute a fixed significant match threshold for each
index by applying our Bonferroni-corrected critical p-value with a quantile function [132]. The
classification will terminate early to improve throughput. We require several unambiguous
significant matches (-r, default is 3) to terminate early. This heuristic has no effect on the FPR,
and only affects the accuracy of multi-matches.

4.7.5

Ranking multi-mapping hits

Classified sequences can be associated with more than one candidate ID. To rank these candidate
hits, we use the following hierarchy of match counts:
1. Non-saturated frame counts: ID counts to frames that do not have any saturated IDs in the
same frame, only counted once per frame
2. Non-saturated solid frame counts: ID counts to frames without saturation, and only if the
frame contains all seeds needed for a match, only counted once per frame
3. Frame counts: ID counts to frames regardless of saturation status, only counted once per
frame
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4. Non-saturated frame counts: ID counts that are not saturated, only counted once per frame
allowing for frames to have some saturated IDs
5. Total non-saturated counts: all ID counts that do not have any saturated IDs
6. Total counts: all ID counts regardless of saturation status

These metrics should, in an ideal situation, agree with each other (i.e. always be higher if in the
better match) and generally do. However, we also provide an option (-b) to filter classification of
these cases where the metrics do not agree, improving the specificity, at the cost of a minor loss
of sensitivity. We consider matches to be too close to call if any of their counts are within a
threshold number of standard deviations (square-root of the count) of each other (-m, default of
3). The remaining candidates are returned, ranked by the hierarchy above.

4.7.6

Implementation details

The miBF data structure is implemented as part of BioBloom Tools (BBT)
(https://github.com/bcgsc/biobloom), implemented in C++ with components from the BTL BF
utility (https://github.com/bcgsc/btl_bloomfilter). For space seed hashing we use a modified
version of ntHash[133], a recursive rolling hash specialized for nucleotide sequences. Finally, we
use components and algorithms from the C++ Boost libraries [134] and the Succinct Data
Structures Library [128].
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Chapter 5: Innovations and challenges in detecting long read overlaps: an
evaluation of the state-of-the-art
5.1

Publication note

Most of the work described in this chapter was previously published in Bioinformatics in 2017
[135]. The publication is a review/benchmarking paper featuring a list of published overlap
algorithms, describing how they work and their bottlenecks, and evaluating their performance on
two long read technologies. I wrote the manuscript, designed and implemented the experiments
within the paper. Hamid Mohamadi helped refine the section on spaced seeds and created Figure
5.3 within the manuscript. Chen Yang aided in the simulation of ONT reads within the
manuscript. Inanc Birol supervised the project. All co-authors helped edit the manuscript.

5.2

Author summary

Identifying overlaps between error-prone long reads, specifically those from Oxford Nanopore
Technologies (ONT) and Pacific Biosciences (PB), is essential for certain downstream
applications, including error correction and de novo assembly. Though akin to the read-toreference alignment problem, read-to-read overlap detection is a distinct problem that can benefit
from specialized algorithms that perform efficiently and robustly on high error rate long reads.
Here, we review the current state-of-the-art read-to-read overlap tools for error-prone long reads,
including BLASR, DALIGNER, MHAP, GraphMap, and Minimap. These specialized
bioinformatics tools differ not just in their algorithmic designs and methodology, but also in their
robustness of performance on a variety of datasets, time and memory efficiency, and scalability.
We highlight the algorithmic features of these tools, as well as their potential issues and biases
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when utilizing any particular method. To supplement our review of the algorithms, we
benchmarked these tools, tracking their resource needs and computational performance, and
assessed the specificity and precision of each. In the versions of the tools tested, we observed
that Minimap is the most computationally efficient, specific and sensitive method on the ONT
datasets tested; whereas GraphMap and DALIGNER are the most specific and sensitive methods
on the tested PB datasets. The concepts surveyed may apply to future sequencing technologies,
as scalability is becoming more relevant with increased sequencing throughput. This chapter
addresses objective 1 in section 1.4.

5.3

Introduction

As today’s lion share of DNA and RNA sequencing is carried out on Illumina sequencing
instruments (San Diego, CA), most de novo assembly methods have been optimized for short
read data with an error rate less than 1% [31, 136]. However, their associated short read length
and GC bias sometimes bring significant challenges for downstream analyses [136, 137]. For
instance, short read lengths make it difficult to assemble entire genomes due to repetitive
elements [138]. The development of paired-end and mate-pair sequencing library protocols has
helped mitigate this, but they do not completely resolve the issues inherent to short sequences
[139]. Co-localization of short reads is a potential strategy to increase the contiguity of
assemblies, using technologies such as Illumina TruSeq synthetic long reads [140] and 10X
Genomics Chromium (Pleasanton, CA) [7]; however, tandem repeats in the same long single
DNA fragment will continue to confound assembly methodologies. Also, synthetic and singlemolecule long reads differ in the quality and quantity of their output; hence they require using
different bioinformatics approaches.
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Long read sequencing holds great promise and has proved useful in resolving long tandem
repeats [141]. Still, the appreciable error rates associated with technologies offered by Oxford
Nanopore Technologies (Oxford, UK; ONT) and Pacific Biosciences (Menlo Park, CA; PB) pose
new challenges for the de novo assembly problem.

Read-to-read overlap detection is typically the first step of de novo Overlap-Layout-Consensus
(OLC) assembly, the dominant approach for long read assembly [142, 143]. A read-to-read
overlap is a sequence match between two reads and occurs when local regions on each read
originate from the same locus within a larger sequence. OLC is an assembly process that uses
these overlaps to generate an overlap graph, where each node is a read and each edge is an
overlap connecting them. This graph is traversed to produce a layout of the reads, which is then
used to construct a consensus sequence [76, 77]. Overlap detection has been identified as a major
efficiency bottleneck when using OLC assembly methodology [144] for large genomes.
In addition to the importance of overlaps in OLC, the first de novo assembly methods for long
reads employed error correction as their initial pipeline step [142, 143, 145], which often
requires read-to-read overlaps. These error-corrected reads can then be overlapped again with
higher confidence and ease due to the lowered error rate. Alternatively, one can forgo the error
correction stages of assembly in favour of overlap between uncorrected raw reads [146]. The
benefits of an uncorrected read-to-read overlap paradigm for assembly include the potential for
lower computation cost [146], and repressing artifacts that may arise from read correction, such
as collapsed homologous regions. On the other hand, for these methods, correctness of the initial
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set of overlaps are even more critical, and because this assembly methodology may not perform
any error correction at all [146] post-assembly polishing may be necessary.

At present, multiple tools are capable of overlapping error-prone long read data at varying levels
of accuracy. These methods differ in their methodology but have some common aspects, such as
the use of short exact subsequences (seeds) to discover candidate overlaps. Here we provide an
overview of how each tool addresses the overlap detection problem, along with the conceptual
motivations within their design. We also provide an evaluation of their performance on PB and
ONT reads.

5.4
5.4.1

Background
Current challenges when using PB sequencing

PB sequencing uses a DNA polymerase anchored in a well small enough to act as a zero-mode
waveguide (ZMW) [147]. The polymerase acts on a single DNA molecule incorporating
fluorophores labelled nucleotides, which are excited by a laser. The resulting optical signal is
recorded by a high-speed camera in real-time [5]. Base-calling errors on this platform occur at a
rate of around 16% [31] and are dominated by insertions [136, 148], which are possibly caused
by the dissociation of cognate nucleotides from the active site before the polymerase can
incorporate the bases. Mismatches in the reads are mainly caused by spectral misassignments of
the fluorophores used [5]. Deletions are likely caused by base incorporations that are faster than
the rate of data recording [5]. The errors seem to be non-systematic and also show the lowest GC
coverage bias as compared to other platforms [136].
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In addition to Phred-like quality values (QV), the instrument software reports three error-specific
QVs (insertion, deletion, mismatch) [149]. As with other next-generation sequencing
technologies [150], the total QV score consists of Phred-like values, which does not necessarily
match the expected Phred quality score [148, 151]. We note that, other than BLASR, the current
state-of-the-art overlap algorithms, tested herein, do not take quality scores into consideration.
The error rate of PB sequencing can be reduced through the use of circular consensus sequencing
(CCS) [152]. In CCS, a hairpin adaptor is ligated to both sides of a linear DNA sequence. During
sequencing, the polymerase can then pass multiple times over the same sequence (depending on
the processivity of the polymerase). The multiple passes are called into consensus and collapsed,
yielding higher-quality reads. The use of CCS reads simplifies error correction and prevents
similar, but independent, genomic loci from correcting each other [153]. However, these reads
are shorter and also result in lower overall throughput, so many PB datasets generated do not
utilize this methodology. Because of this trend, the methods for overlap detection outlined in this
paper have thus been designed for non-CCS reads.

5.4.2

Current challenges when using ONT sequencing

ONT sequencing works by measuring minute changes in ionic current across a membrane when
a single DNA molecule is driven through a biological nanopore [6]. Currently, signal data is
streamed to a cloud-based service called Metrichor that, at the time of performing this work, uses
hidden Markov models (HMM) with states for every possible 6-mer to render base calls on the
data. Metrichor also provides quality scores for each base call, however, like other nextgeneration sequencing technologies [150], the values do not follow the Phred scale [154].
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In the current HMM base calling methodology, if one state is identical to its next state, no net
change in the sequence can be detected. This means that homopolymer states longer than six
cannot be captured as they would be collapsed into a single 6-mer. It has also been observed that
there are some 6-mers, particularly homopolymers, underrepresented in the data [142, 155] when
compared to the 6-mer content of the reference sequence, suggesting that there may be a
systematic bias to transition in some states over others. In addition, there is some evidence
suggesting GC biases within this type of data [154, 156]. We note that the base calling problem
is under active development, with alternative base-calling algorithms such as Nanocall [157] and
DeepNano [158], recently made publicly available.

One can mitigate error rates in ONT data by generating two-direction (2D) reads. Similar to CCS
for the PB platform, 2D sequencing involves ligating a hairpin adaptor, and allowing the
nanopore to process both the forward and reverse strand of a sequence [155]. Combining
information from both strands was shown to decrease the error rate from 30-40% to 10-20% [15,
155], similar to the error rates of non-CCS PB sequencing. For the comparisons presented in this
paper, we only consider 2D reads, as we expect investigators to prefer using higher quality ONT
data. While subsequent to our work 2D protocol was deprecated because of a patent dispute by
PB, the quality of the regular ONT reads improved enough, such that our analysis here still
remains relevant.

5.5

Definitions and concepts

In the context of DNA sequencing, an overlap is a broad term referring to a sequence match
between two reads due to local regions on each read that originate from the same locus within a
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larger sequence (e.g., genome). A read-to-read overlap can be depicted at varying levels of detail
that has implications on both the downstream processing and computational costs associated with
overlap computation, as discussed below.

Figure 5.1 An overview of possible outcomes from an overlap detection algorithm. Each level has a
computational cost associated with it, with the general trend being A<B<C. The common seeds-based
comparison methods are not the only way to obtain these overlaps, but it is the most popular method used.
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5.5.1

Definitions

The task of determining overlap candidates (Figure .51A) is usually the first step in an overlap
algorithm, and it refers to a simple binary pairing of properly oriented reads. To find overlap
candidates on error-prone long reads, most methods look for matches of short sequence seeds (kmers) between the sequences.

Overlap distance (Figure 5.1B) refers to the relative positions between two overlapping reads.
These distances provide directionality to the edges of the overlap graph. Theoretically, if the
sequences are free of insertions or deletions (indels), then a correct overlap distance would be
sufficient to produce a layout and build a consensus from the reads. However, even a single indel
error in one of the reads will cause a shift of coordinates, which would complicate consensus
calling. Also, one cannot distinguish between partial and complete overlaps just with the distance
information alone. Overlap distance can be estimated without a full alignment, based on a small
number of shared seeds.

Overlap regions (Figure 5.1C) refer to relative positions between overlapping reads, with the
added information of start and end positions of the overlap over each read. If no errors are
present, the sizes of the regions on both reads should be identical. In practice, due to high indel
errors in long reads, this is rarely the case. Nevertheless, one can use this information to
distinguish between partial and full overlaps. Similar to overlap distance, overlap regions can be
estimated without a full alignment, but typically, more shared seeds are required for confident
estimations.
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Figure 5.2 Visualization of partial and full overlaps in dovetail or contained (containment) forms. The grey
portion between the reads indicates the range of the overlap region, note that partial overlaps do not extend
to the end of the reads.

Overlap regions between two reads may be full (complete) or partial and may dovetail each
other or one may be contained in the other (Figure 5.2). Full overlaps are overlaps that cover at
least one end of a read in an overlap pair, whereas partial overlaps cover any portion of either
read without the ends (Figure 5.2). Sources contributing to observed partial overlaps include
false positives due to near-repeats, chimeric sequences, or other artifacts [146]. Partial overlaps
may also be a manifestation of read errors or haplotypic variations or polymorphisms, where
mismatches between reads prevent the overhangs to be accounted for in the other reads.
Disambiguating the source of the overhang in partial overlaps may be important to downstream
applications, especially when using non-haploid, metagenomic, and transcriptomic datasets.

5.5.2

Alignments versus overlaps

There are many similarities between methods for local alignment and methods for overlap
detection since their use of seeds to find regions of local similarity are common to both
problems. Somewhat similar to the discovery of partial overlaps, it may be important to find
local alignments, as they may help discover repeats, chimeras, undetected vector sequences and
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other artifacts [144]. However, although a local aligner can serve as a read overlap tool [159,
160], overlaps are not the same as local alignments.

Unlike a local alignment tool, at a minimum, a read overlapper tool may simply indicate overlap
candidates, and will typically only provide overlap regions, rather than full base-to-base
alignment coordinates. In addition, local alignment algorithms require a reference and query
sequence, typically indexing the reference in a way that query sequence can be streamed against
it. An overlap algorithm does not require a distinction between query and reference, leading to
novel indexing strategies that facilitate efficient lookup and comparison between reads without
necessarily streaming reads. Finally, although, it is possible for an overlap detection algorithm to
produce a full account of all the bases in overlapping reads, doing so would typically require
costly algorithms like Smith-Waterman [161]. Indeed, though many tools presented in this
review can produce full local alignments, some tools provide an option for computing overlap
regions and local alignments separately (e.g. GraphMap [160]). Alternatively, other tools only
provide overlap regions and do not provide any additional alignment refinement (such as MHAP
[143] and Minimap [146]).

5.6

Long read overlap methodologies

Sequence overlap algorithms look for shared seeds between reads. Due to the higher base error
of PB and ONT sequence reads, these seeds tend to be very short (Figures D.1 and D.2). The
core differences between algorithms (Figure 5.3) relate to not only how shared seeds are found,
but in the way, the seeds are used to determine an overlap candidate. After a method finds
candidates, it will validate the overlaps and compute the estimated overlap regions usually by
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comparing the locations of each shared seed, ensuring that they are collinear and have a
consistent distance relative to other shared seeds. Each method produces a list of overlap
candidates and provides an overlap region between reads. In some pipelines, the majority of the
computation time is spent on realigning overlapping reads for error correction after candidates
are found [162]. In others, precise alignments may not be needed [146]. Thus, the output of each
overlap algorithm contains, at minimum, the overlap regions, and often with some auxiliary
information for downstream applications (Table 5.1).
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Software

Algorithm

Associated

Output

Availability

features

assembly

SAM alignment, other

https://github.co

proprietary formats

m/PacificBiosci

(overlap regions)

ences/blasr

Cache efficient k- DAZZLER,

Local Alignments, LAS

https://github.co

mer sort (radix)

MARVEL,

format (alignment

m/thegenemyers

and merge

FALCON

tracepoints)

/DALIGNER

MinHash

PBcR, Canu

MHAP output format

https://github.co

(overlap regions)

m/marbl/MHAP

SAM alignment, MHAP

https://github.co

(spaced seeds),

output format (overlap

m/isovic/Graph

colinear

regions)

Map

PAF (overlap regions)

https://github.co

tools
BLASR

FM-Index,

PBcR

anchor clusters

DALIGNER

MHAP

GraphMap

Gapped q-gram

Ra

clustering
Minimap

Minimizer

Miniasm

colinear

m/lh3/Minimap

clustering
Table 5.1 Summary of overlap tools output formats, associated pipelines, and availability.

5.6.1

BLASR

BLASR was one of the first tools developed specifically to map PB data to a reference [159]. It
utilizes methods developed for short read alignments but is adapted to long read data with high
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indel rates and combines concepts from Sanger and next-generation sequencing alignments.
BLASR uses an FM-index [163] to find short stretches of clustered alignment anchors (of length
k or longer), generating a shortlist of candidate intervals/clusters to consider. A score is assigned
to the clusters based on the frequency of alignment anchors. Top candidates are then processed
into a full alignment.

Although BLASR was originally designed for read mapping, it has since been used to produce
overlaps for de novo assembly of several bacterial genomes [145]. Still, to use the method for
overlap detection one needs to carefully tune its parameters. For example, to achieve high
sensitivity, BLASR needs prior knowledge of the read mapping frequency to parameterize nBest
and nCandidates (default 10 for both) to a value higher than the coverage depth. The runtime of
the tool is highly dependent on these two parameters [143], which may be due to the cost of
computing a full alignment, the added computational cost per lookup to obtain more anchors or a
combination of the two.

What slows down this method is the choice of data structure, and its search for all possible
candidates (not only the best candidates) for each lookup performed. The theoretical time
complexity of a lookup in an FM-index data structure is linear with respect to the number of
bases queried [163], albeit not being very cache efficient [144]. Thus, if one maps each read to a
unique location, this would only take linear time with respect to the number of bases in the
dataset. However, since only short (and often non-unique, cf. Figures D.1, D.2) contiguous
segments can be queried due to the high error rate, extra computation is required to consider all
additional candidate anchor positions. Finally, BLASR computes full alignments rather than just
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overlap regions, thus, possibly utilizing more computational resources than needed for
downstream processes.

5.6.2

DALIGNER

DALIGNER was the first tool designed specifically for finding read-to-read overlaps using PB
data [144]. This method focuses on optimizing the cache efficiency, in response to the relatively
poor cache performance of the FM-index suffix array/tree data structure. It works by first
splitting the reads into blocks, sorting the k-mers in each block, and then merging those blocks.
The theoretical time complexity of DALIGNER when merging a block is quadratic in the
number of occurrences of a given k-mer [144].

To optimize speed and mitigate the effect of merging, DALIGNER filters out or decreases the
occurrences of some k-mers in the dataset. Using a method called DUST [164], DALIGNER (mdust option) masks out low complexity regions (e.g. homopolymers) in the reads before the kmers are extracted. Using a second method, it filters out k-mers in each block by multiplicity (-t
option), increasing the speed of computation, decreasing memory usage, and mitigating the
effects of repetitive sequences. However, these options also carry the risk of filtering out
important k-mers needed for overlaps.

To use DALIGNER efficiently on larger datasets, splitting of the dataset into blocks is necessary.
The comparisons required to perform all overlaps is quadratic in time relative to the number of
blocks. DALIGNER provides a means to split input data based on the total number of base pairs
and read lengths (using the DBsplit utility). DALIGNER optionally outputs full overlaps but will
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first output local alignment tracepoints to aid in computing a full alignment in later steps,
producing large auxiliary files.

5.6.3

MHAP

MHAP [143] is a tool that uses the MinHash algorithm [165] to detect overlaps based on the kmer similarity between any two reads. MinHash computes the approximate similarity between
two or more sets by hashing all the elements in the set with multiple hash functions and storing
the elements with the smallest hashed values (minimizers) in a sketch list. Using the minimum
hash value is a form of locality-sensitive hashing since it causes similar elements in a set to hash
to the same value. In MHAP, overlap candidates are simply two k-mer sets that have a Jaccard
index score above a predefined threshold. After the overlap candidates are found, overlap regions
are computed using the median relative positions of the shared minimizers. These overlaps are
validated by using the counts of the second set of shared minimizers that may be of smaller size k
(for accuracy) within 30% (--max-shift) of each overlap region [143].

The time complexity of computing a single MinHash sketch is O(khl), where l is the number of
k-mers in the read set for a sketch size h. Evaluating n reads for all resemblances traditionally
takes O((hn)2) time [165], though, MHAP further reduces its time complexity by storing h minmers in h hash tables to use for lookups to find similar reads [143]. Because the sketch size used
for each read is the same, MHAP may unnecessarily use more memory, and lose sensitivity if
reads vary widely in length [146].
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Like DALIGNER, MHAP functions best when repetitive elements are not used as seeds. MHAP
supports the input of a list of k-mers, ordered by multiplicity, obtained by using a 3rd party k-mer
counting tool, such as Jellyfish [166].

MHAP’s computational performance may be confounded by its implementation. While most
high-performance bioinformatics tools utilize C/C++ for their performance benefits, MHAP is
implemented in Java. Another method called Minlookup [167], written in C utilizes a similar
algorithm to MHAP, and it is designed with ONT datasets in mind. The authors demonstrate
improved performance associated with their implementation. However, Minlookup was not
evaluated here as it was in early development, at the time of performing this work, and could not
use multiple CPU threads.

5.6.4

GraphMap

GraphMap, like BLASR, was designed primarily as a read mapping tool [160], but for ONT
data. It specifically addresses the overlap detection problem, notably producing full alignments.
GraphMap also provides an option to generate overlap regions exclusively.

In GraphMap the “-owler” option activates a mode specifically designed for computing overlaps.
Like its standard mapping algorithm, it first creates a hash table of seeds from the entire dataset.
The seeds it uses are not k-mers, but rather gapped q-grams [168] – k-mers with wild card
positions, also called spaced seeds [169]. It is not clear what gapped q-grams work optimally
with ONT or PB data; more research is needed to determine the optimal seeds to cope with high
error rates. The current implementation uses a hardcoded seed that is 12 bases long with an
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indel/mismatch allowed in the middle (6 matching bases, 1 indel/mismatch base, followed by 6
matching bases). GraphMap then collects seed hits, using them for finding the longest common
subsequence in k-length substrings [170]. The output from this step is then filtered to find
collinear chains of seeds (private correspondence with Ivan Sović). The bounds of these chains
are then returned, using the MHAP output format.

5.6.5

Minimap

Minimap [146] is an overlapper/mapping tool that combines concepts from many of its
predecessors, such as DALIGNER (k-mer sorting for cache efficiency), MHAP (computing
minimizers) and GraphMap (clustering collinear chains of matching seeds). Minimap
subsamples the hashed k-mer space by computing minimizers and compiles the corresponding kmers along with their location on their originating reads.

Like MHAP, the use of repetitive k-mers as the min-k-mer can degrade the performance of
overlap detection. To minimize the effect of repetitive elements, Minimap uses an invertible hash
function when choosing min-k-mers. This is similar to DALIGNER’s use of DUST; it works by
preventing certain hash values that correspond to low complexity sequences. Similar to
DALIGNER, Minimap automatically splits datasets into batches (blocks) to reduce the memory
usage on a large dataset.

Also similar to DALIGNER, Minimap was designed with cache efficiency in mind. It stores its
lists of minimizers initially in an array, which is later sorted for the seed merging step. Though
the computational cost incurred by sorting the list can negatively impact performance compared
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with the constant cost of insertion in a hash table, its cache performance outperforms a
conventional hash table. All hits between two reads are then collected using this sorted set and
are clustered together into approximately collinear hits. The overlap regions for each pair of
overlaps are then finally outputted in pairing mapping format (PAF) [146].
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Figure 5.3 Visual overview of overlap detection algorithms. At the least, each method produces overlap
regions. They may also generate auxiliary information, such as alignment tracepoints or full alignments. We
show different seed identification approaches from leading overlap detection tools in the central box. BLASR
utilizes the FM-Index data structure for seed identification. MHAP employs the MinHash sketch for seed
selection. Minimap takes Minimizer sketch, a similar sketch approach used by MHAP. GraphMap uses
gapped q-grams for finding the seeds. DALIGNER takes advantage of a cache-efficient k-mer sorting
approach for rapid seed detection.

5.7

Benchmarking

We profiled and compared results from BLASR, DALIGNER, MHAP, GraphMap, and
Minimap, using publicly available long read datasets with the newest chemistries available at the
time of the study (Table D.1). We simulated E. coli datasets for the PB and ONT platforms using
PBSim [171] and NanoSim [172], respectively (Section D.3), and simulated ONT C. elegans
reads using NanoSim (Table D.1). We used experimental PB E. coli (P6-C4) and C. elegans
whole-genome shotgun sequencing datasets and experimental ONT E. coli (SQK-MAP-006)
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dataset. In-depth evaluations of specificity and sensitivity required a comprehensive parameter
sweep, thus only the E. coli datasets were investigated in this section, as the larger C. elegans
dataset proved to be intractable when used with some of the tools.

5.7.1

Sensitivity and FDR

We profiled the sensitivity and false discovery rate (FDR = 1 - precision) on the experimental PB
P6-C4 E. coli and the ONT SQK-MAP-006 E. coli datasets. We also evaluated the tools on
simulated data generated based on these datasets. Our ground truth for the real dataset was
determined via BWA mem alignments to a reference, using -x pacbio and ont2d options,
respectively [58].

We note that the ground truth may have missing or false alignments. In addition, Minimap was
originally validated using BWA mem alignments, which may bias the performance
measurements of this tool. In the same vein, it is possible for BLASR and BWA to share similar
biases since they both use suffix arrays and have a similar algorithmic approach. However, these
alignments can still serve as a good estimate for ground truth comparisons, since mismatch rate
to a reference is much lower than the observed mismatch between overlapping reads. In the latter
case, reads that are, say, 80% accurate will have a mutual agreement of 64% on average. In
addition, due to our reference-based approach, our metrics are resilient against false overlaps
caused by repetitive elements. Further, all tools are compared against the same alignments; hence
we expect our analysis to preserve the relative performance of tools. Finally, there is no
ambiguity for ground truth in the simulated datasets, as each simulation tool reports exactly
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where in the genome the reads were derived from, allowing us to calculate the exact precision
and sensitivity of each method.

To produce a fair comparison, we used a variety of parameters for each tool (Section D.1). These
parameters were chosen based on tool documentation, personal correspondence with the authors,
as well as our current understanding of their algorithms. We ran MHAP with a list of k-mer
counts derived from Jellyfish [166] for each value of k tested to help filter repetitive k-mers.
Unfortunately, GraphMap could not be parameterized when running in the “owler” mode and
had only one set of running parameters. In this regard, our results for GraphMap may not be
impartial; the more the parameters we evaluated for an algorithm, the better the chance of this
algorithm to outperform the others in the Pareto-optimal results.
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Figure 5.4 ROC-like plot using BLASR, DALIGNER, GraphMap, MHAP, GraphMap, and MHAP. Top left:
PB P6-C4 E. coli simulated with PBsim. Top right: PB P6-C4 E. coli dataset. Bottom left: ONT SQK-MAP006 E. coli simulated with Nanosim. Bottom right: ONT SQK-MAP-006 E. coli dataset.

We counted an overlap as correct when the overlapping pair was present in our ground truth with
the correct strand orientation. With these metrics, we did not take into account reported lengths
of overlap (Figure D.4) but note that this information may be important (e.g. to improve the
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performance of realignment). For each tool we plotted these results on receiver operating
characteristic (ROC)-like plots (featuring FDR rather than the traditional false positive rate) (
Note D.1, Figure D.3). For ease of these comparisons, we computed the skyline, or Paretooptimal results (the points with the highest sensitivity for a given FDR) (Figure 5.4.).
We can see that although many tools have similar sensitivity and FDR depending on the
parameterization, the overall trends reveal differences in sensitivity and FDR on each specific
datatype. For instance, MHAP can achieve high sensitivity on all datasets but lacks precision
compared to most other methods on the ONT datasets. The only other tool that may have less
precision on the ONT datasets is BLASR. DALIGNER proves to have a high sensitivity and
precision, but it is not always the winner, especially on the ONT dataset. Minimap has high
sensitivity and precision on the ONT datasets but does not maintain such performance on the PB
dataset. Finally, the results for GraphMap were competitive despite using a single
parameterization.

These plots reveal that the selection of operating parameters very much depends on the balance
of project-specific importance attributed to sensitivity and precision, as expected. For instance,
the importance of sensitivity is clear as it provides critical starting material for downstream
processing. On the other hand, low sensitivity can be tolerated if the downstream method
employs multiple iterations of error correction because as errors are resolved within each
iteration, the sensitivity is expected to increase. However, these downstream operations, of
course, may come with a high computing cost.
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The F1 score (also F-score or F-measure) represents a common way to combine the two scores
we used. It is the harmonic mean between sensitivity and precision. To better compare these
methods, we computed F1 scores for each using a range of parameters and considered the highest
value for each method to be representative of its overall performance. We calculated confidence
intervals for the F1 scores using three standard deviations around the observed values, which
revealed that reported F1 values were statistically significantly different from each other.

Tool

Simulated PB E.

Simulated ONT E.

coli

coli

PB P6-C4 E. coli

ONT SQK-MAP-006
E. coli

Sens.

Prec.

F1

Sens.

Prec.

F1

Sens.

Prec.

F1

Sens.

Prec.

F1

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

91.0

81.9

86.2 95.2

75.1

84.0 66.0

96.5

78.3 89.9

73.0

80.6

DALIGNER 92.4

91.9

92.1 94.9

97.6

95.9 83.8

85.8

84.8 92.9

91.0

91.9

MHAP

91.5

88.0

89.8 95.1

86.5

90.6 79.8

79.8

79.8 91.2

82.0

86.3

GraphMap

90.1

96.5

93.1 90.4

96.0

93.1 71.7

94.0

81.4 90.6

93.4

92.0

Minimap

88.9

94.8

91.8 94.6

99.0

96.7 59.6

83.8

69.7 91.2

95.4

93.2

BLASR

Table 5.2 An overview of sensitivity and precision on simulated and real error-prone long read datasets. In
both the PB and ONT simulated datasets, the best values, shown in boldface, are statistically significantly
better than the other values. We derived these values from the best settings of each tool (according to the best
F1 score) after a parameter search. We calculated confidence intervals for the sensitivity, specificity and F1
scores using three standard deviations around the observed values. In the worst case, the error never
exceeded ±0.1%, ±0.1% and ±0.2% respectively.
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For the simulated PB data, GraphMap has the highest F1 score (despite being designed for ONT
data and not PB data) followed by DALIGNER, Minimap, MHAP, and BLASR (Table 5.2). For
the real PB data, DALIGNER has the highest F1 score followed by GraphMap, MHAP, and
BLASR. For both the simulated and real ONT datasets, Minimap was the best method, yielding
the highest F1 score, followed by GraphMap, MHAP and BLASR (Table 5.2).
Overall, these results suggest that some tools may perform substantially differently on data from
different platforms. We hypothesize that differences in the read length distributions and error
type frequencies could be responsible for this behaviour.

5.7.2

Computational performance

To measure the computational performance of each method, we ran each tool with default
parameters (with some exceptions see Section D.2), as well as another run with optimized
parameters yielding the highest F1 score (Table 2 and Section D.1) obtained after a parameter
sweep on the simulated datasets. We note that GraphMap’s owler mode could not be
parameterized, except for choosing the number of threads, so there was no difference in the
settings for default and highest F1 score parameterization runs. We ran our tests serially on the
same 64-core Intel Xeon CPU E7-8867 v3 @ 2.50GHz machine with 2.5TB of memory. We
measured the peak memory, CPU and wall clock time across read subsets to show the scalability
of each method.

We investigated the scalability of the methods, testing them using 4, 8, 16 or 32 threads of
execution on the E. coli datasets (Figures D.5-12). Despite specifying the number of threads,
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each tool often used more or fewer threads than expected (Figures D.5,6,13,14). In particular,
MHAP tended to use more threads than the number we specified.

On all tested E. coli datasets in our study, we observe that Minimap is the most computationally
efficient tool, robustly producing overlap regions at least 3-4 times faster than all other methods,
even when parameterizing for optimal F1 score (Figure D9,10). Determining the next fastest
method is confounded by the effect of parameterization. For instance, when considering only our
F1 score optimized settings, the execution time of DALIGNER was generally within an order of
magnitude or less of the execution time of Minimap. On the other hand, DALIGNER can be 2-5
times slower than MHAP on some datasets under default parameters.

With default settings, DALIGNER performs up to 10 times slower than with F1 score optimized
settings. This primarily occurs because the k-mer filtering threshold (-t) in the F1 optimized
parameterization not only increases specificity but also reduces runtime. In contrast, our
parameterization to optimize the F1 score in MHAP decreases the speed (by a factor of 3-4). In
this case, the culprit was the sketch size (--num-hashes) used; larger sketch sizes increase
sensitivity at the cost of time.

Finally, GraphMap is generally the least scalable method, the slowest when considering default
parameters only, and only 1-2 times faster than BLASR when considering F1 optimized settings.
BLASR is also able to scale better, using more threads than GraphMap (Figures D.9, 10).
In addition to its impressive computational performance, Minimap uses less memory than almost
all methods on tested E. coli datasets (Figures D.11, 12), staying within an order of magnitude of
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BLASR on average, despite the latter employing an FM-index. Memory usage in GraphMap
seems to scale linearly with the number of reads at a rate nearly 10 times that of the BLASR or
Minimap, likely owing to the hash table it uses. The memory usage characteristics of
DALIGNER and MHAP are less clear, drastically changing depending on the parameters
utilized. Overall MHAP has the worst memory performance even when using default parameters.
The cause of the memory increase between optimized F1 and default setting in MHAP is again
due to an increase in the sketch size between runs. Because of k-mer multiplicity filtering,
DALIGNER’s memory usage is 2-3 times lower when parameterized for an optimized F1 score.
Many of the trends from the C. elegans datasets mirror the performance on the smaller E. coli
dataset. Again, computational performance on the larger C. elegans datasets is still dominated by
Minimap (Figure 5.5, Figures D13, 14), being at least 5 times faster than any other method.
DALIGNER’s performance seems to generally scale well, especially when k-mer filtering is
performed (within an order of magnitude of Minimap). With default settings, MHAP is 2-3 times
faster than DALIGNER, but is several orders of magnitude slower, when the F1 score is
optimized. The performance of GraphMap shows that it does not scale well to a large number of
reads (>100,000), and its calculations take an order of magnitude longer than BLASR.
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Figure 5.5 Wall clock time and memory on the PB P6-C4 (top) and simulated ONT (bottom) C. elegans
dataset on 100000 randomly sampled reads. Each tool was parameterized using default settings (left) or using
settings from runs yielding the highest F1 score on the simulated E.coli datasets (right).

Of note is the performance of BLASR when ran on PB and ONT datasets with default settings,
which is roughly on par with that of DALIGNER (Figure 5.5, Figures D.13, 14). When using
optimized parameters, BLASR is also at least twice as fast as MHAP (Figure 5.5, Figures D.13,
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14). We had expected the computational time for DALIGNER and MHAP to scale better than
BLASR on the large C. elegans datasets, as any upfront costs (e.g. MinHash sketch computation)
would be amortized on larger datasets. We note that these results seemingly contradict the results
found in previous studies [143, 144]. This may be due to different datasets and technology
versions used by the two studies but to a greater extent this likely highlights the importance of
careful parameterization of each tool. Specifically, for DALIGNER, it is important to filter the
occurrences of k-mers (-t) in each batch to maintain not only specificity but also computational
performance. For MHAP, increasing the sketch size increases the sensitivity of the initial filter
but increases computation.

The trends in memory performance on the C. elegans datasets are generally consistent with E.
coli datasets (Figure D.13, 14). A notable exception, however, is the memory usage of
DALIGNER, which begins levelling off with increased number of reads. Unlike with the E. coli
dataset, this dataset is large enough that DALIGNER begins to split the data into batches,
reducing its memory usage.

5.8

Discussion

Our study highlights that there are important considerations to factor in while developing new
tools or improving existing ones.

5.8.1

Modularity

A tool that can report intermediate results may help reduce computation in downstream
applications. For example, modularizing overlap candidate detection, overlap validation, and
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alignment can provide flexibility when used in different pipelines. GraphMap’s owler mode is an
example of this, enabling users to generate MHAP-like output for overlap regions, rather than a
more detailed alignment on detected regions. Further, compliance with standardized output is
highly recommended, including for generating intermediate results. Doing so would not only
allow one to perform comparative performance evaluations on a variety of equivalent metrics but
also allow for flexibility in creating new pipelines. Examples of emergent output standards
include the Graphical Fragment Assembly (GFA) (https://github.com/pmelsted/GFA-spec)
format, PAF (Li, 2016), and the MHAP output format.

5.8.2

Cache efficiency

Given the concepts presented, and along with our benchmarks performed herein indicates that
theoretical performance estimations based on time complexity analysis might not be enough to
conclude on what works best. Traditional algorithm complexity analysis suffers from an
assumption that all memory access costs are the same. However, on modern computers,
intermediate levels of fast-access cache exist between the registers of the CPU and main
memory. A failed attempt to read or write data in the cache is called a cache miss, causing delays
by requiring the algorithm to fetch data from other cache levels or main memory.

Cache efficiency in algorithmic design has become a major consideration, and in some cases will
trump many time complexity-based motivations for algorithmic development. For instance,
though the expected time complexity of DALIGNER has a quadratic component based on the
number of occurrences of a k-mer in the dataset, its actual computational performance seems to
be much better empirically. The authors claim this is due to the cache efficiency of the method
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(compared to using an FM-index) [144], and in practice, this also seems to be the case, as
observed in our comparisons.

The basic concept of a cache efficient algorithm relies on minimizing random access whenever
possible, by serializing data accesses in blocks that are small enough to fit into various levels of
cache, especially at the levels of cache with the lowest latency. Algorithms that exploit a specific
cache configuration utilize an I/O-model (also called the external-memory model) [173, 174].
Conceptually, these algorithms must have explicit knowledge of the size of each component of
the memory hierarchy and will adjust the size of contiguous blocks of data to minimize data
transfers from memory to cache.

In contrast to the I/O model, algorithms that are designed with cache in mind, but do not
explicitly rely on known cache size blocks are called cache-oblivious [175]. Cache oblivious
algorithms are beneficial, as they do not rely on the knowledge of the processor architecture;
instead they utilize classes of algorithms that are inherently cache efficient such as scanning
algorithms (e.g. DALIGNER’s merging step of a sorted list).

5.8.3

Batching and batch/block sizes

For many of the methods surveyed in this paper, memory usage scales linearly to the number of
reads in the set, sometimes exceeding 100 GB on only 100,000 long reads (Figure 5.5, Figure
D.12,13). Thus, to perform all necessary comparisons on large datasets (i.e. to compute an upper
triangular matrix of candidate comparisons) the data must be processed in batches. Generally, it
is better to use as few blocks as possible, since the time required to perform all overlaps is
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quadratic relative to the number of batches. Methods that have a very low memory usage overall
will be able to have the computational benefit of splitting the data into fewer batches. Batching is
handled in different ways depending on the tool. Some tools have built-in splitting
(DALIGNER/DAZZLER database with DBsplit and -I with Minimap), and others have this
process built into their associated pipelines (e.g. MHAP and PBcR). Though BLASR may have
more scalable memory usage, it will eventually require splitting as the index it uses is limited to
4 GB in size. To encourage the adoption of a tool in different pipeline contexts, built-in batching
is a desirable attribute to ensure that memory usage scales with the dataset size.

5.8.4

Repetitive elements and sequence filtering

Any common regions due to homology or other repetitive elements may confound read-to-read
overlaps and may be difficult to disambiguate from true overlaps. Such repetitive elements may
lead to many false positives in overlap detection and may increase the computational burden,
leading to lower quality in downstream assembly. Thus, it is common for overlap methods to
employ sequence filtering, by removal or masking of repetitive elements to improve algorithmic
performance both in run time and specificity. Many of the methods compared utilize k-mer
frequencies to filter highly repetitive k-mers using an absolute or percent k-mer multiplicity (e.g.
MHAP). These filtering approaches can be affected by the batch size when filters are seeded
based on their multiplicity in each batch, rather than in the entire dataset (e.g. DALIGNER,
Minimap). Another common filtering strategy is to prevent the use of low complexity sequences
(e.g. DALIGNER, Minimap).
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Some overlaps caused by repetitive elements can be useful for some assembly pipelines, such as
in the identification of repeat boundaries. Thus, provided that it is computationally tractable, it
may be beneficial for future overlap algorithms to assess the likelihood that an overlap is repeatinduced; this metric would ideally be standardized to facilitate modularity between pipelines.

5.8.5

Tuning for sensitivity and specificity

As we have presented in our review, methods to compute read-to-read overlap vary in their
designs and implementations, although they share similar concepts and parameters. For example,
many of the methods are k-mer based and, as expected, behave similarly when that parameter is
tuned; for instance, increasing k increases specificity but decreases sensitivity especially on
sequencing data with the high base error. At the current error rates for both PB and ONT
technologies, a k of 16 is optimal, but it can be expected to increase as error rates decrease.
Another common theme amongst read overlap tools is that many methods employ an initial
candidate discovery stage, followed with a more specific candidate validation stage. Increasing
sensitivity at the cost of specificity at the initial stage is typically tolerated by the second stage.
Although, because the second stage is often computationally expensive, the parameters (e.g. –
threshold in MHAP or –nCandidates in BLASR) controlling the number candidates considered
for the validation stage must be tuned accordingly.

Growing in popularity is the use of another prominent method – minimizers to generate a
reduced representation of each sequence – helping speed-up comparisons (e.g. MinHash
sketches). Tuning the corresponding parameters (e.g. –w in Minimap and --num-hashes in
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MHAP) in a way that more closely tracks with the original data representation will result in
higher sensitivity and sensitivity but at a greater computational cost.

5.9

Conclusions

There are many challenges in evaluating algorithms that function on error-prone long reads, such
as those from PB and ONT instruments. Although both sequencing technologies have
comparable error rates, characteristics of their errors as well as their read length distributions are
substantially different. Also, within each technology there are rapid improvements in quality
[154, 155], causing disagreement between datasets derived from the same technology.
Despite these issues, we show that Minimap is currently the most computationally efficient
method (in both time and memory) and is the most specific and sensitive method on the ONT
datasets tested. We note that Minimap is not as sensitive or as specific as Graphmap,
DALIGNER or MHAP on the PB datasets tested. Our results have shown that GraphMap and
DALIGNER are most specific and sensitive method on PB datasets tested, though DALIGNER
scales better computationally. PB is a more mature technology compared to ONT, it is not
surprising to see several tools performing well on the platform.

Here, we have provided an overview of leading read-to-read overlap detection methods,
comparing their concepts and performances. We think our results will guide researchers to make
informed decisions when choosing between these methods. As well, our elucidation to open
problems may help developers improve on existing overlap detection tools or build new ones.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
The main research question in this thesis is whether sequence analysis can be improved through
the use of probabilistic data structures and to explore the landscape of methodologies could work
on newer emerging sequencing technologies. This thesis has four major results:
•

I have shown Bloom filter-based classification methods to require less memory than an
FM-index to index sequences and to use similar amounts of memory during
classification. Bloom filter-based approaches have higher cache efficiency and can
process sequence data more quickly.

•

Progressive Bloom filters tractably and efficiently recruit genomic read sequences for
targeted assembly, even when sequences have missing sequences not found in the bait
set, such as introns or promoter sequences or divergent sequences (e.g., from other
species).

•

Multi-index Bloom filters show high computational efficiency and extremely high
sensitivity for multi-target sequences classification (with applications for targeted read
binning and metagenomics), owing to their synergistic pairing with spaced seeds.

•

Overlap detection methods for long reads differ from each other and from older methods
because of the high error rates found in modern long read datasets, and currently,
minimizer-based methods show the highest scalability and performance.

Though, I have succeeded in addressing my stated objectives within this work, the subject matter
of my thesis is a highly active area of research. Broadly, this work can still be expanded on by
exploring the utility of current Illumina centric algorithms on newer data types and exploring
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other applications traditionally carried out by alignment-based algorithms, supplanting them with
alignment-free alternatives.

6.1

Addressing limitations of hash-based probabilistic data structures

The obvious key insights into whether a probabilistic method should be used are the
consideration that whether quantifiable benefits (i.e. lower memory and faster runtime) outweigh
the drawbacks (i.e. false positives and lossy data storage). I have shown that for datatypes with
relatively low error, such as Illumina sequencing, probabilistic data structures make a lot of
sense; however, if the trend long read data with a high indel data persists, my work with
probabilistic data structures may become less relevant as the benefits of probabilistic storage lie
in being able to reduce the memory footprint of long k-mers and spaced seeds. These methods
shine when longer more complex seeds are used (i.e. long k-mers, and spaced seeds).
Probabilistic methods lose their efficacy on high error data such as long read data (with high
rates of indels). However, there may be additional benefits as longer reads provide more real
estate, so to speak, to allow for chances for a longer k-mer to be found, especially if error rates
drop further. Indeed, fast classification using Bloom filters is something that can be done on long
reads, and BBT could be potentially parameterized to do so. In addition, BBT could be
potentially coupled with a minimizer-based subsampling strategy to reduce the memory usage
further (in a way similar to co-occurrence filters [36]).

6.2

Applying probabilistic hashing methods on long read technologies

This thesis offers several novel and effective solutions to address common memory and time
resource limitations in analyzing large sequence datasets, a technology landscape currently
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dominated by Illumina. However, if the long read technologies become more widely used, and
their data continue to have substantially higher error rates, especially in the form of indels, my
work with probabilistic data structures in its current form will likely become less relevant. This is
because the benefits of probabilistic storage lie in being able to reduce the memory footprint of
long k-mers and spaced seeds, which do not work well with data with high indel rates. However,
they may also remain relevant if indel error rates drop further, as longer reads provide more real
estate, so to speak, to allow for chances for a longer k-mer to be found. Indeed, fast classification
using Bloom filters is something that can be done on long reads, and BBT could be potentially
modified to do so. For Bloom filter classification in BBT, this would likely require implementing
a different scoring algorithm based on probability, like the formulation featured in Chapter 4,
since this datatype features variable read lengths.

6.3

Multi-Index Bloom filters as an approximate read mapper

Theoretically, base-pair accurate mapping of sequences without alignment is possible using
miBFs. After all, miBFs can already index arbitrary IDs, so one can imagine that one can simply
add index a sequence with not just a genome ID but position. However, to reduce the number of
IDs (and thus, potentially reduce memory), one may want to index tiles of sequence rather than
each position. More precisely, if mapping short reads, exact base pair positions would simply
require that index positions in tiles to be shorter than the read length. The junction seeds between
2 tiles can be used to anchor the sequence.

Currently, this would work if DNA were not double-stranded, and would require further
modifications to presented algorithms to allow for strand mapping. The hashing scheme used in
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BBT is ntHash [133], which hashes only the canonical sequence (forward or reverse sequence,
whichever returns the lower hash value). To obtain direction of the read sequence, a record of
what strand was picked as the canonical sequence is needed. This can be stored as part of the ID,
similar to the way the saturation bit is set. A potential scheme could be an ID with the first two
bits reserved, one for saturation, and the other for the sign bit (relative to the reference). When
mapping, the sign of the frames can be compared to what is seen in the filter, and direction
assigned accordingly.

However, some complications remain for full implementation for this use case. First, the falsepositive formulation in Chapter 4 would be complicated, as adjacent frames may contain two or
more IDs. Second, the presence of error may erase the junction sequence used for anchoring; in
these cases, the algorithm would not be able to assign an exact position. This can be mitigated by
reducing the size of each tile decreeing the range of positions the sequence can map to.
Application of this possible algorithm would cater to situations where close but not exact
alignments would be sufficient. An example of this would be in the creation of a paired end
graph during genome assembly. The only information needed in this case would be if two
contigs are linked by a set of paired reads, and this does not require an actual base pair to basepair alignment.

6.4

Optimizing spaced seed design for alignment-free mapping

Though discussed extensively, notably absent from Chapter 4 was the extensive design of the
spaced seeds used. The issue is that spaced seed design is still an uncharted territory when it
comes to direct mapping applications, especially when the seeds used can be of any size when
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represented by probabilistic data structures. Our results showed that seed design has a limited
effect, suggesting that extensive effort in design may not be called for; that is, random seeds may
work well enough compared to a theoretical optimal seed, and that only specifically designed
poor seeds have notably poorer performance, although still potentially outperforming k-mers.
Nevertheless, seed design can be considered a one-time cost depending on the application, thus
the cost associated with exploring methods to optimize the seeds may be amortized and may be
worth exploring in future work.

6.5

Broader outlook

This work has illustrated novel data types to help reduce the computational burden of sequence
analysis and made possible analysis that would be intractable otherwise. As high-throughput
sequence technologies advance, computational demands will only grow higher. At present, the
methods described in this thesis have been applied in practical settings. BBT is used at the GSC
for not only contamination screening of all sequencing data generated, but also in pathogen
detection[86-88, 176]. Kollector has been used to enrich the genic space of our de novo spruce
genome [95] and bullfrog [177] assemblies. As a more recent data type, it is currently unknown
what applications miBF will enable. Potential direct applications would include adapting it as the
engine for a full-fledged metagenomics classification pipeline. As a novel data structure with
some interesting properties, such as reducing FPR for autocorrelated data, it may find
applications outside of bioinformatics, in other computational settings.
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Appendices
Appendix A Chapter 2 Supplementary material
Bloom filter false positive rate in relation to the number of elements, size of filter
and hash functions
The size of the filter per element with a given the false positive rate (FPR) is [93]:
ℎ

1 ℎ𝑛
𝑓 = (1 − (1 − ) )
𝑚

where f is the FPR, m is the size of the filter, n is the number of elements and h is the number of
hash functions. This can be approximated as:
𝑓 = (1 − 𝑒 −ℎ𝑛/𝑚 )

ℎ

The optimal number of hash functions [35] for a Bloom filter with respect to size is:

ℎ=

𝑛
ln2
𝑚

Since there is a relationship between the filter size per element, we can also derive the optimal
number of hash functions given only the FPR. Simplification after substitution yields:
𝑚
𝑙𝑛 𝑓
= −
𝑛
(𝑙𝑛2)2
This means that increasing the FPR will make it necessary to increase the size of the filter with
respect to the number of k-mers added to the filter. We should note that this calculation
represents the minimum FPR because we use an approximate value of n to determine m. This is
due to redundant sequences in the sequences. As elements are added to the filter, we expect
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redundant sequences to be added, making the true value of n in our implementation lower to
what is used in our calculations.

Effects of k-mer size using simulated mouse reads
Figure A.1 A ROC curve between BBT and FACS using simulated H. sapiens and M. musculus 100bp singleend reads filtered against an H. sapiens Bloom filter at multiple k-mer lengths.
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Effects of k-mer size using simulated e. coli reads
Figure A.2 A ROC curve for BBT and FACS using simulated H. sapiens and E. coli 100bp single-end reads
filtered against an H. sapiens Bloom filter at multiple k-mer lengths.
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Scaling on multiple threads

Figure A.3 The effect of the number of threads on BBT runtime using 50 Million reads from a set of real
2×150bp PE human DNA reads. These tests were run Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS release 4 server, Linux
version 2.6.9-55.ELlargesmp, using a 16 x2.4GHz Intel Xeon processor with 62GB of memory. The effects of
I/O dominate quickly, causing runtimes to plateau when at >6 cores. Thus, it is expected that if a faster disk
were present better performance gains would be observed.
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Scaling on datasets at different sizes

Figure A.4 Runtimes for BBT on different sized datasets. These tests were run Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS
release 4 server, Linux version 2.6.9-55.ELlargesmp, using a 16 x2.4GHz Intel Xeon processor with 62GB of
memory. The number of reads processed scales linearly with runtime.
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Appendix B Chapter 3 Supplementary material
Algorithm B.1: Computing a progressive Bloom filter
Input: Parameters k and r, seed sequence q and reads pairs P = {(p0,pʹ0),...,(p|R|,pʹ|R|)} with |q| ≥ k
Output: Bloom filter of tagged k-mers from reads and seed sequence
Function TagKmer(q, P, k, r) begin
F ←Ø

//F is not a set, but a Bloom filter

for i ←0 to |q| - k + 1 do //initial seed of the filter
F ←F ∪ kmer(q[i],...q[i+k]) //add seeds to filter
for i ←0 to |R| do

//iterate through all reads

x ←0, y ← 0

//initialize k-mer overlap counts to 0

for j ←0 to |pi| - k + 1 do

//check if first read k-mers present

if kmer(pi[j],...pi[j+k]) ∈ F
x ←x + 1

//increment if matches

for j ←0 to |pʹi|- k + 1 do

//check of second read k-mers present

if kmer(pʹi[j],...pʹi[j+k]) ∈ F
y ←y + 1
if x > r or y > r do

//increment if matches
//if k-mer counts reach threshold

for j ←0 to |pi| - k + 1 do //insert k-mers of first read
F ←F ∪ kmer(pi[j],...pi[j+k])
for j ←0 to |pʹi|- k + 1 do //insert k-mers of second read
F ←F ∪ kmer(pʹi[j],...pʹi[j+k])
return F
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Figure B.1. The proportion of successful gene assemblies vs longest introns (bars), with percentage of total
genes in each bin(lines). 86% of the genes are concentrated in the first two bins
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Figure B.2. Length comparison between C.elegans target genes that are successfully assembled by Kollector
and those failed to assemble. Notches in the boxes represent a 95% confidence interval around the median.
Length difference between two groups is found to be statistically significant by Student’s t-test (p=1.5x10 )
-5
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Appendix C Chapter 4 Supplementary material
Read binning on COSMIC gene set by BBT versus BWA-MEM
Supplementary Note C.1. Tool Parameterization details of BWA MEM and BBT
BBT version 2.3.2 and BWA version 0.7.17-r118 were used

BWA index Construction:
BWA index refSeq.fa
BWA index ccg.fa

BWA MEM Mapping:
BWA mem -t 64 refSeq.fa file1.fq file2.fq | samtools view -bhS -o out.bam
BWA mem -t 64 ccg.fa file1.fq file2.fq | samtools view -bhS - -o
out.bam

BBT miBF construction:
biobloommimaker -F -b 0.8 -t 64 -p filter -S "
0111101110000001111110111000011110010000010100100101110001100001
0111101001100011
1010110100111101001110010111000111111111101001000011001100100010
0100011100001000
0001000011100010010001001100110000100101111111111000111010011100
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1011110010110101
1100011001011110100001100011101001001010000010011110000111011111
1000000111011110" cancer_census_genes/*.fa

BBT Classification:
biobloommicategorizer -t 64 -f filter.bf --fq -p out -e file1.fq
file2.fq > out.fq

Tool parameterization details of CLARK, CLARK-S & BBT
BBT version 2.3.2 and CLARK version 1.2.5 were used

CLARK Database:
CLARK_PATH/set_targets.sh database_path bacteria viruses

CLARK:
CLARK_PATH/classify_metagenome.sh -n 64 -O out -R
CLARK_PATH/classify_metagenome.sh --spaced -n 64 -O out -R

BBT miBF Construction:
biobloommimaker -F -b 0.8 -t 64 -p filter -S
"110001100111000001110100110110100010011101
000001111100101110111000001011010100011110
011110001010110100000111011101001111100000
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101110010001011011001011100000111001100011"
CLARK_EXTRACTED_REFERENCES/*.fa

BBT Default Classification:
biobloommicategorizer -t 64 -f filter -p out > out.tsv
biobloommicategorizer -b -c <*1 to 25> -r <*3 to 25> -t 64 -f filter -p
out > out.tsv
*Note: -c was set to -r unless -c < 3, in which case -r was set to 3 (default value). Total of 25
additional runs per dataset.

Impact of occupancy on filter saturation
As mentioned in the Methods section, the saturation of an element occurs when there is a loss of
information due to collisions. That is, when a collision occurs at an intended location, either by
random chance or due to legitimate repetitive sequence, we compensate by moving to another
location to insert. If we cannot insert a value, we report all values in the frame as saturated. If
information about a frame is lost, we can determine this through the saturated frames, and use the
non-saturated frames to perform the classification in only a subset of the frames are saturated.
To investigate the expected saturation rates, we generated filters from a single randomly ~4Mbp
sequences broken into 1Kbp sections on the same set of multiple spaced seeds (from one to
seven seeds). We found that frame saturations that occur by random chance are impacted by the
occupancy of the miBF, the number of seeds used and to a lesser extent the number of distinct
references being indexed (Figure C.4). Given our tests to keep saturation low, it is advisable to
use at least three seeds per frame (causing < 4% saturation at 50% occupancy in this example).
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We note the number of indexes used does increase the rate of saturation, but the trends showed
here hold when the number of indexes is sufficiently large (in these tests we use > 4000 indexes).

Impact of the number of hash functions on index bias
Our insertion strategy mitigates index bias via reservoir sampling. However, even with our
strategies, our miBF construction may still be biased so it is important to evaluate the extent of
this bias to ensure good real-world performance. In our tests, bias does not occur to a large
extent, though in extreme cases some indexes may be under-represented, which should be
minimized by increasing the number of spaced seeds used or elements indexed overall.

Relationship between index frequency, false positive rate and bits per element
Assuming equal proportions of each index, the optimal number of indexes to use is the maximum
number relative to the bit representation. Accordingly, to minimize the memory usage of the data
structures it makes sense to bit-pack elements in the data vector; however in threaded
implementations, this can be quite difficult as atomic access for compare-and-swap operations is
difficult to implement on unaligned memory resulting for irregular-sized (e.g. 7-bit integers)
packed elements in the vector. We note that changes in regular-sized elements can be performed
fairly easily and dynamically (e.g. using 8-bit IDs instead of 16bit IDs).
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Figure C.1 Per-gene comparison of classification performance by BBT vs BWA-MEM indexing only
sequences from the set of 580 cancer census genes. F1 scores for both methods using the same simulation
dataset described in Figure 5 is calculated for each gene and plotted on the same horizontal line (red=BBT,
blue=BWA-MEM). Only the subset of genes with F1 scores less than one in either method is shown here. The
scale on the X-axis for BWA-MEM on the right is reversed for easy visual comparison such that higher scores
for both methods localize to the middle while lower scores are off-centre.
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Figure C.2 Runtime performance of BWA MEM and BBT from threads 1 to 64 on a simulated dataset.
Negative scaling occurs in BWA MEM at higher thread counts. Classification is measured only, index loading
and file transformations (e.g. SAM to BAM) do not contribute to the runtime.
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Figure C.3 Per-gene comparison of classification performance by BBT vs BWA-MEM. F1 scores for both methods using the same simulation dataset
described in Figure 4.5 is calculated for each gene and plotted on the same horizontal line (red=BBT, blue=BWA-MEM). The scale on the X-axis for
BWA-MEM on the right is reversed for easy visual comparison such that higher scores for both methods localize to the middle while lower scores are
off-centre.
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Figure C.4 Different methods of multiple testing correction on 10,000 150bp randomly simulated reads to a
miBF generated on 580 genes from the COSMIC database. The proportion of positives refers to the number
of reads that falsely classify to filter at various at a minimum classification FPR. Multiple test correction is
similar in all methods when minimum classification FPR P-value is small (<5%). All testing corrections are
overly conservative because testing correction assumes a uniform distribution of values, whereas the data
follows a pseudo-uniform distribution because P-values are generated from a discrete binomial model (See
the Methods section).

Figure C.5 Effect of occupancy and number of seeds per frame on index saturation rate. Because a random
sequence was used, the contribution to saturation occurs primarily by random chance and not due to
repetitive sequences.
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Figure C.6 Index bias of a miBF for different numbers of seeds per frame on a random sequence. Ideally,
the count per seed for each index should be equal across all positions to be completely unbiased. On the
left, the solid line is the median count and the dotted regions show the standard error interval of the index
counts observed. Note that an occupancy rate of 0.5 was used for each miBF tested.

Figure C.7 Effects of index multiplicity (assuming equal index size) and Bloom filter occupancy on the
number of matching frames required for a significant match. The right assumes a fixed occupancy and varies
the number of indexes. The left assumes a fixed number of indexes and varies the occupancy. Both plots
assume an FPR threshold of 10-10 (middle line, the default value in our implementation).
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Best Hit
Dataset

Buc12

Method
F1

Precision

Sensitivity F1

Precision

Sensitivity

BBT

93.39%

95.02%

91.78%

93.02%

93.50%

92.55%

CLARK

91.77%

96.64%

87.14%

-

-

-

CLARK-S 93.28%

97.13%

89.58%

76.54%

64.86%

90.33%

95.64%

97.18%

94.11%

94.95%

94.79%

95.12%

95.01%

98.47%

91.68%

-

-

-

CLARK-S 95.11%

98.23%

92.08%

79.84%

69.02%

92.37%

BBT

97.26%

98.63%

95.91%

97.01%

97.50%

96.51%

CLARK

95.07%

99.39%

90.95%

-

-

-

CLARK-S 96.23%

99.25%

93.30%

78.21%

65.45%

93.45%

BBT

93.61%

97.91%

89.49%

93.24%

96.75%

89.85%

CLARK

90.82%

98.61%

83.65%

-

-

-

CLARK-S 92.88%

98.68%

87.43%

76.08%

66.06%

87.62%

BBT

93.64%

96.14%

91.21%

92.86%

93.39%

92.34%

CLARK

92.29%

98.06%

86.86%

-

-

-

CParMed48 BBT
CLARK

Gut20

Hou21

Hou31

Multi-Hits Included
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simBA-525

Soi50

CLARK-S 92.89%

97.28%

88.70%

76.25%

65.27%

89.07%

BBT

93.85%

97.03%

90.77%

92.96%

94.42%

91.52%

CLARK

94.08%

98.75%

89.63%

-

-

-

CLARK-S 93.86%

98.39%

89.54%

80.18%

71.68%

89.69%

BBT

95.47%

97.72%

93.27%

94.81%

95.42%

94.20%

CLARK

94.99%

98.92%

91.21%

-

-

-

CLARK-S 94.93%

98.49%

91.51%

79.64%

69.19%

91.68%

Table C.1 Classification F1, precision and sensitivity on unambiguous datasets from the CLARK-S paper.
Highest values for F1, Precision and Sensitivity of each dataset are in bold.
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Best Hit
Dataset

Buc12

Method
F1

Precision

Sensitivity F1

Precision Sensitivity

BBT

90.48%

91.84%

89.14%

89.40%

88.04%

90.77%

CLARK

87.57%

95.26%

80.51%

-

-

-

CLARK-S 88.53%

94.43%

83.00%

72.50%

62.52%

84.08%

93.68%

95.08%

92.29%

92.32%

90.02%

94.68%

92.33%

97.97%

87.02%

-

-

-

CLARK-S 92.93%

97.73%

88.36%

77.33%

67.48%

88.60%

BBT

94.26%

94.54%

93.99%

93.18%

88.32%

98.30%

CLARK

90.94%

99.84%

82.84%

-

-

-

CLARK-S 93.57%

98.52%

88.86%

74.99%

63.04%

89.21%

BBT

91.88%

95.51%

88.38%

90.59%

91.74%

89.46%

CLARK

87.57%

97.67%

78.51%

-

-

-

CLARK-S 89.69%

97.25%

82.71%

73.29%

64.69%

83.04%

BBT

92.05%

94.38%

89.78%

90.41%

88.51%

92.35%

CLARK

89.78%

98.01%

82.24%

-

-

-

CParMed48 BBT
CLARK

Gut20

Hou21

Hou31

Multi-Hits Included
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simBA-525

Soi50

CLARK-S 90.16%

96.26%

84.45%

73.54%

63.62%

85.01%

BBT

73.09%

80.25%

66.57%

70.71%

71.34%

70.09%

CLARK

72.61%

89.52%

58.90%

-

-

-

CLARK-S 71.74%

85.72%

60.04%

60.24%

59.82%

60.66%

BBT

94.22%

95.88%

92.58%

93.00%

91.21%

94.81%

CLARK

93.15%

98.70%

87.91%

-

-

-

CLARK-S 93.55%

98.18%

89.15%

77.62%

67.42%

89.36%

Table C.2 Classification F1, precision and sensitivity on default datasets from the CLARK-S paper. Highest
values for F1, Precision and Sensitivity of each dataset are in bold.
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Appendix D Chapter 5 Supplementary material
Parameters used for ROC-like curves [Highest F1 settings in brackets]:
The bolded values are the default parameters used for that particular parameter. We have
included the results of our parameters sweeps in supplementary TSV files. Our comments on
parameter effects are based on our observations on the software versions tests and the datasets
used in this study. Our parameters sweep values were inferred based on our understanding of the
tools, their documentation, as well as communication with the authors.
We did not mention parameters that change thread numbers here, but we did test each tool with
multiple threads. DALIGNER was notable in that its thread number is set by altering header files
and must be a power of 2.

BLASR (git SHA fa06086ad6c2aaabda6bbd005e3fb37df8bacc98)
Options for anchoring alignment regions:
-minMatch 11, 12, 13 [PB: 11, ONT: 11]
•

Minimum seed length. Higher minMatch will speed up alignment but decrease sensitivity.

-maxMatch 15, 16, 17, Inf [PB: 17, ONT: 17]
•

Stop mapping a read to the genome when the longest common prefix reaches this threshold.
This is useful when the query is part of the reference, for example when constructing
pairwise alignments for de novo assembly

-nCandidates coverage × 1, coverage × 5, coverage × 10 [PB: coverage × 5,ONT: coverage × 5]
•

Keep up to 'n' candidates for the best alignment
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-fastMaxInterval on, off [PB: off, ONT: off]
•

Fast search maximum increasing intervals as alignment candidates

-fastSDP on, off [PB: on, ONT: on]
•

Use a fast heuristic algorithm to speed up sparse dynamic programming

Options for alignment output:
-bestn coverage × 1, coverage × 5, coverage × 10 [PB: coverage × 5, ONT: coverage × 5]
•

Report the top 'n' alignments

-m 4
•

Alignment output format

Notable BLASR options unchanged:
-minPctIdentity
•

Threshold by percent identity

-maxAnchorsPerPosition
•

Do not add anchors from a position if it matches to more than 'm' locations in the target.

-aggressiveIntervalCut
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•

Aggressively filter out non-promising alignment candidates, if there exists at least one
promising candidate.

BLASR is a read alignment tool (usually to a reference genome) and had many options that were
not very relevant for overlap detection. We avoid parameters that would not affect initial overlap
candidate finding such as -minPctIdentity and -maxAnchorsPerPosition which affect the
algorithm during or post local alignment. We also refrained from using options that would
interfere with the need for all pairwise overlaps such as -aggressiveIntervalCut.

Of the parameters tested we found that -nCandidates/-bestn to be the most important to
maximizing specificity and sensitivity. Large values of -nCandidates slow down mapping. This
value must be carefully parameterized, too low and sensitivity is reduced, to high and specificity
and is affected. -maxMatch also affected specificity and sensitivity and was suggested to be used
when performing read-to-read overlaps. Higher values of -maxMatch increase specificity and
low values increase sensitivity. Finally, we also investigated if efficiency-related parameters
affect overlap specificity and sensitivity such as -fastMaxInterval and -fastSDP. We found that fastSDP did not reduce overlap specificity and sensitivity so it may be used when overlapping
reads to help increase computational performance.

DALIGNER (git SHA 29234506d87e2d3e207034340777550e81cf55a6)
-m dust
•

Use DUST soft masking tracks to filter out k-mers
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-l 200,600,1000 [PB: 200, ONT: 200]
•

Minimum base pairs when searching for local alignments

-e 0.7, 0.8 [PB: 0.8, ONT: 0.7]
•

Average correlation rate in local alignment search

-w 5, 6, 7 [PB: 5, ONT: 5]
•

The bandwidth of 2w that contains a collection of exact matching k-mers

-k 12, 14, 16 [PB: 14, ONT: 16]
•

k-mer length

-h 30, 35, 40 [PB: 40, ONT: 40]
•

Total number of bases covered by k-mers in a potential hit

-t 5, 10, 15, no filtering [PB: 10, ONT: 10]
•

Suppresses the use of any k-mer that occurs more than t times in a batch

Notable DALIGNER options unchanged:
-M
•

Using a maximum memory (in GB) to suppresses the use of k-mers. -t will be selected based
on a memory limit rather than an explicit multiplicity threshold.
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To reduce misalignments in repetitive regions, and to increase the alignment speed, one or more
interval tracks can be provided with the -m option (in this case a DUST track). Any k-mers that
comprise bases from the masked intervals are ignored for the purposes of seeding a match. The
options -l and -e influence the speed and accuracy of local alignment, while the options -k, -h,
and -w control the initial filtration search for possible matches between reads. Option -t is tuned
for correcting the over-represented k-mers (especially homopolymers).

Of the parameters tested, we found that -l and -t to be the most important options. For -t (k-mer
filtering per batch) it seems, for the most part, any filtering is better than none, however, it seems
that it is possible to over and under suppress k-mers depending on the dataset. For -l, we had
expected lower values to produce a large number of false positives, however in practice, at low
values it only marginally increased false positives and while increasing sensitivity. k also seems
to be important but seems to depend on the overall error rate (lower values of k are suggested for
more error-prone sequences).

MHAP (v1.6)
-k 12, 14, 16 [PB: 14, ONT: 14]
•

k-mer size used for MinHashing

--num-hashes 512, 2048, 4844 [PB: 4844, ONT: 4844]
•

Number of min-mers to be used in MinHashing

--num-min-matches 2, 3, 4 [PB: 3, ONT: 3]
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•

Minimum number of min-mer that must be shared before computing second stage filter

--max-shift 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 [PB: 0.2, ONT: 0.2]
•

region size to the left and right of the estimated overlap, where k-mer matches are still
considered valid.

--threshold 0.04, 0.02, 0.005 [PB: 0.02, ONT: 0.04]
•

The threshold similarity score cutoff for the second stage sort-merge filter

-f file
•

k-mer counts file for repetitive k-mer filtering.

Of the parameters tested, we found that the --num-hashes and --threshold to have the largest
effect on specificity and sensitivity. Increasing --num-hashes, for the most part, will increase
both specificity and sensitivity, but unfortunately it also has a large detrimental effect on time
and memory, so one must be careful when tuning this parameter. Decreasing the --threshold
parameter understandably increases sensitivity and decreases specificity so it must be carefully
tuned. -k may have some effect on sensitivity and specificity but this likely error-rate specific
(higher error rates need smaller k). The other options did not seem to have much of an effect, at
least in term of overlap detection (may have an effect on estimated region size).

GraphMap (v0.22)
-w owler [PB: owler, ONT: owler]
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•

Option to select how to report overlap results. Mode owler is fast and reports overlaps in
MHAP format

Graphmap had options that would affect alignment stages but none of these options, other than
the number of threads would do anything when -w owler was used.

Minimap (0.2-r124-dirty)
-k 13,14,15,16 [PB: 14, ONT: 16]
•

k-mer size for indexing

-w 5,..,10,..,50 [PB: 5, ONT: 5] (default is k⅔)
•

Minimizer window size (indexing stage)

Notable Minimap options unchanged:
-I
•

The batch size of the index

We did not change any values related to the mapping itself as it was recommended by the
authors to simply modulate -w to have the largest impact on sensitivity and specificity. We found
this to be the case as well, generally the smaller the -w the better the sensitivity, with a minimal
effect on the specificity. Increasing k seemed to help increase specificity but has a consequence
of decreasing sensitivity, similar to other methods the degree of this is dependent on the error
rate of the reads (large k can be tolerated if reads have lower error). The batch size -I of index
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limits the maximum memory usage it will use. Though we did not change this value, we would
expect it to allow for faster performance on large values albeit at the cost of increased memory.

Parameters for performance tests using default parameters
DALIGNER
-mdust

GraphMap

-w owler

BLASR
-bestn coverage × 1
-nCandidates coverage × 1
-m 4

Dataset preprocessing details and parameters used for read simulation
PB Datasets
We ran the smrtanalysis tool (v2.2.0.133377) pls2fasta (with option -trimByRegion) on the raw
bax.h5 files outputting fastq files, which were then converted to fasta format. Reads shorter than
1000bp were filtered from each dataset.

ONT Datasets
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We did not preprocess the datasets used in our ONT experiments as our source already provided
2D reads in fasta format.

PBsim (v1.0.3)
We used --sample-fastq on the PB P6-C4 E. coli dataset, which PBSim uses to generate the read
length distribution of the simulated reads. We set the --depth option to match the raw coverage of
our read datasets.

NanoSim (git SHA 5c02a2e3d71924adfc8055cd82b8f6b0ae8502a2)
The error profile and read length distributions were derived from the ONT SQK-MAP-006 E.
coli dataset was used to generate both the simulated ONT E. coli dataset and the simulated ONT
C. elegans dataset. We set -n (number of reads) to match our real E. coli dataset and 1000000 for
our simulated ONT C. elegans dataset.

Figure D.1 Dot plots depicting, from top left to bottom right, a 1400bp overlap region between two 2D ONT
reads at k=6, 8, 12, 16 from the ONT SQK-MAP-006 E. coli dataset.
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Figure D.2 Dot plots depicting, from top left to bottom right a 1400bp overlap region between two PB reads
at k=6, 8, 12, 16 from the PB P6-C4 E. coli dataset

Trends in the assembly of error-prone long read data
While de novo assembly of short reads often utilizes de Bruijn graphs (DBG) (Pevzner, et al.,
2001), due to its favourable time complexity (no overlap stage needed). DBGs work by breaking
up sequence k-mers (substrings of length k) and traversing a k-mer graph to construct contigs
(contiguous sequences). Unfortunately, when investigating the number of common short k-mers
(<16bp) between two long reads, we observe a sharp decline with increasing values k (Supp.
Figure D.11,12). Thus, though it may be theoretically possible to use the DBG paradigm to
assemble long reads, given random error, it is apparent that in practice, it would be unfeasible
due to the depth required to acquire enough k-mers. Because of this, OLC (requiring overlap
detection) dominates the assembly of long reads.
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Dataset

Source

PB P6-C4 E. coli

https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/DevNet

Simulated PB E. coli

Generated based on PB P6-C4 E. coli dataset and E. coli genome using
PBSim

ONT SQK-MAP-006 E. coli

http://lab.loman.net/2015/09/24/first-sqk-map-006-experiment/

Simulated ONT E. coli

Generated based on ONT SQK-MAP-006 E. coli dataset and E. coli
genome using NanoSim

PB P6-C4 C. elegans

https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/DevNet

Simulated ONT C. elegans

Generated based on ONT SQK-MAP-006 dataset and C. elegans genome
using NanoSim

Table D.1 Benchmarking Datasets used in overlapper comparisons
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Figure D.3 Overlap length boxplots on the F1 score optimized overlap runs on the simulated PB E. coli (right)
and simulated ONT E. coli (left) datasets. The length was based only on the correctly assigned overlaps
according to the ground truth that the simulated reads were derived from. Overlap length used was based on
reference ground truth and not the overlap length reported by the tool to prevent skewing due to systematic
overestimation or underestimation of the overlap regions size.
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Figure D.4 ROC-like plot on BLASR, DALIGNER, GraphMap, MHAP, GraphMap, and MHAP. Top left:
PB P6-C4 E. coli simulated with PBsim. Top right: PB P6-C4 E. coli dataset. Bottom left: ONT SQK-MAP006 E. coli simulated with Nanosim. Bottom right: ONT SQK-MAP-006 E. coli dataset. We have only
included successful runs in these plots, as some runs have failed (F1 score < 1%) due to parameters
incompatible with a particular dataset.
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Figure D.5 Average CPU usage on the PB P6-C4 E. coli dataset at a differing number of randomly
subsampled reads. Each tool was parameterized using default settings or settings yielding the highest F1
score.
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Figure D.6 Average CPU usage on the ONT SQK-MAP-006 E. coli dataset at a differing number of
randomly subsampled reads. Each tool was parameterized using default settings or settings yielding the
highest F1 score.
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Figure D.7 CPU time on the PB P6-C4 E. coli dataset at a differing number of randomly subsampled
reads. Each tool was parameterized using default settings or settings yielding the highest F1 score.
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Figure D.8 CPU time on the ONT SQK-MAP-006 E. coli dataset at a differing number of randomly
subsampled reads. Each tool was parameterized using default settings or settings yielding the highest F1
score.
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Figure D.9 Wall clock time on the PB P6-C4 E. coli dataset at a differing number of randomly subsampled
reads. Each tool was parameterized using default settings or settings yielding the highest F1 score.
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Figure D.10 Wall clock time on the ONT SQK-MAP-006 E. coli dataset at a differing number of randomly
subsampled reads. Each tool was parameterized using default settings or settings yielding the highest F1
score.
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Figure D.11 Peak memory usage on the PB P6-C4 E. coli dataset at a differing number of randomly
subsampled reads. Each tool was parameterized using default settings or settings yielding the highest F1
score.
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Figure D.12 Peak memory usage on the ONT SQK-MAP-006 E. coli dataset at a differing number of
randomly subsampled reads. Each tool was parameterized using default settings or settings yielding the
highest F1 score.
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Figure D.13 Average CPU usage, CPU time, Wall clock time and peak memory usage on the PB P6-C4 C.
elegans dataset at a differing number of randomly subsampled reads. Each tool was parameterized based
on the runs yielding the highest F1 score.
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Figure D.14 Average CPU usage, CPU time, Wall clock time and peak memory usage on the simulated
ONT SQK-MAP-006 C. elegans dataset at a differing number of randomly subsampled reads. Each tool
was parameterized based on the runs yielding the highest F1 score.
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